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M
ountain biking is all about freedom and the ability to break

away from our humdrum daily existence into a more wild

a beautiful place. However, most of the time the mundane

constraints of life mean we have to stay closer to home.

Much as I love hacking about the local woods or thrashing trail

centres with friends, this month I was lucky enough to ride in a

truly rugged and remote landscape. It was great fun, but it proved

to show just how good the modern trail bike is. I hope you enjoy

the amazing images in our biketest on p48, because it certainly

reminded us that the humble mountain bike can provide true

adventures. Regardless of whether you ride near or far from 

hom ik r till great. That’s worth celebrating.

From the editor...

£5
FOR FIVE ISSUES!

Subscribe now! 
p43

SEPTEMBER 2015

Jon Woodhouse, Editor
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Our mission

100% expert, impartial advice
you can trust every month

How
we test

our ratings explained

W
hat Mountain Bike is brought to you 

by the most authoritative team in 

the business. We’ve tested 

thousands of bikes, components 

and items of clothing on trails 

across the world. This means that 

when it comes new kit, we cut 

through the hype and aren’t afraid to tell you exactly how 

it is. We ride on a huge variety of trails to make sure we 

push everything to the limit - and beyond. We’re mountain 

bikers first and foremost and know how important it is to 

get the best gear possible with your hard earned cash. 

That means you can get on with enjoying your ride, safe in 

the knowledge that we’ve done the hard work for you.

Accurate
We measure, check 

and re-check 

everything with our 

own equipment so 

you get hard data –  

not just the claimed 

figures. We make sure  

our testers cross-

reference their 

experiences to ensure 

total reliability.

To arm you with the 

best buying advice 

available, so you get 

the greatest 

pleasure – and value 

– from your biking 

passion. 

Our tests are…

Relevant
Every month we test 

newcomers against 

our price benchmarks 

across the entire 

cross-country and trail 

riding spectrum. We 

constantly review our 

scores to make sure 

they’re graded relative 

to the best items 

currently on sale.

Comprehensive
We test more  

bikes and gear than 

anyone else and 

collectively we’ve 

been doing it for over 

150 years. Our expert 

male and female 

testers put in 

thousands of trail 

miles each to get the 

complete picture.

Independent
Products from 

advertisers are tested 

to the same exacting 

standards as anyone 

elses and no-one pays 

to be in our tests. 

Our long term 

credibility with our 

readers is more 

important than selling 

advertising pages.

Exceptional: A genuine class leader

Very Good: One of the best you can buy

Good: It’ll do the job and do it well

Below average: Flawed in some way

Poor: Simply put, don’t bother

our coveted awards

WINNER VALUE



This is where we 

test and rate the 

newest bikes from 

across the entire 

spectrum of riding 

to see how they 

stack up against 

our benchmarks. 

We take two 

similar items of 

gear and pit them 

against each other 

to find out which 

is best. From forks 

to flat pedals, we 

do it all here.

Take four bikes 

designed with a 

common purpose 

or price and 

thrash them until 

there’s only the 

winner left 

standing. Simple. 

Find out what’s 

really market 

leading with our 

biggest, most 

comprehensive 

grouptest as ten 

products get 

ridden and rated.

Catch up with our 

adventures on our 

personal test 

bikes, see  mods 

we’ve made and 

which bits of kit 

we’re currently 

loving or loathing. 

Six products 

across a range of 

prices are tested 

against each other 

to find out what 

offers the best 

performance  

and value.  

A trio of 

affordable but 

essential items 

are put through 

our rigorous 

testing procedure 

and a winner 

is crowned.

TESTING EXPLAINED

WHAT MOUNTAIN BIKE > SEPTEMBER 2015 > 9
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Yeti ASRc
£2599 (frame only)  XC meets enduro in 

ÞX/$£.�'�/X./�}�/�*0/�}42X$"#/�!-X�&
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Y
eti has never followed conventional racing

logic. The original FRO (For Racing Only)

frame that helped establish their iconic

brand was a far heavier and sturdier thing, 

complete with BMX style single piece

hooped stays, than those it competed

against. While it might have hurt on the

climbs that meant it could be hurled down the descents

harder than anything else. No surprise then that Yeti’s

early pilots John Tomac and Juli Furtado were dominant

in both XC and DH disciplines with a flat out flair that

gave Yeti a fanatical global fan base they’ve never lost.

30 years after their launch Yeti are still taking aggressive

lines with their race design and they’ve not lost any of 

their signature style either.

It’s certainly no accident that the carbon rear end of

their ASRc racer clearly echoes the hooped stays of the

original FRO, relying on the natural flex in the composite

material rather than a pivot on the seat or chainstay. Even

with a Fox Float shock and 100mm of rear travel it’s far

lighter than the original ferrous frame at a claimed 1.9kg. 

With our Race Face cockpit and crank, Easton carbon

wheel pimped, large sized sample weighing in just over

10kg we’ve no reason to believe it’s not a hyperlight

chassis either. While those weight and travel stats will

work like a mechanical rabbit when it comes to attracting 

cross country whippets, the front of the ASRc will also

appeal to whippers and hippers. The 120mm fork

capability and a 69 degree head angle is a common

feature across 100mm framed bikes from Santa Cruz,

Pivot and Scott and it’s top tube is similarly long and 

bottom bracket similarly low to the 429 Carbon and Spark

900 from the latter two brands. Add a generous width,

colour-coded Race Face riser bar and the static stance of 

the Yeti is a reverse mullet mix of party up front and 

business at the back.

Upwardly mobile
With a weight that many hardtails would be jealous of, it’s

no surprise that the Yeti loves to climb but it’s definitely a

tempo not a temper climber. The super thin, curved stays

with no upper bridge are easy to twist sideways if you add 

torque to any wheel tweaks caused by trail camber or

turning. While the short linkage driven suspension is

relatively stable under power there’s a definite bounce in

the step of the rear end, a common feature of bikes that 

use flexible stays to allow movement rather than a

conventional rotating pivot. Because it’s structural rather

than suspension based there’s still a trace of it if you

increase shock pressure or flick the shock to firmer modes.

That means if you want pure performance punch from a 

Yeti you should pick the ARC hardtail.

Where the ASRc comes into it’s own is on rough climbs

where that same rear end flux lets the back wheel track 

and flow around cobbles, roots and ruts that might

otherwise choke progress when you’re too tired to do the 

dodging yourself. It’s particularly suited to long back

country climbs that demand a sit and spin siege mentality

and extended surges rather than savage pace changes and

sprints. Throughout testing, the Yeti loved nothing more 

than getting onto the front of a group, sitting on a

smoothly spun gear and putting anyone trying to hold it’s 
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1 The 100mm of rear

suspension boosts traction

but can get overwhelmed

2 Foam grips and GripShifter

hint at the flat out, minimal 

mass intentions

3 Formula brakes are

lightweight but not our

favourites for feel

4 Decently chunky 29in rubber

means plenty of trail

ripping traction 

wheel into the pain cave as they rattled and chattered 

over debris that the ASRc would just glide over. 

Wiggly wonder
Unsurprisingly that same smoothness makes it superbly

suited for epic mileage rides where the softness reduces

fatigue more noticeably the further you go. The minimal

weight came in handy when we rode so far into the wilds

we ended up shouldering the bike across terrain even the

amberwall Onza Canis 29er tyres couldn’t find traction on.    

The Yeti isn’t done when you get to the top either.

Stable handling is amplified by the ASRc’s generous

length, low belly and a linear suspension feel that

naturally settles into its sag, making the Yeti feel more

confident and planted than a taller, steeper angled

race bike. That’s because 120mm of fork travel and

generous sized tyres on the 29er wheels can cope with

surprisingly large trail debris too and the result is a bike

that gains speed very easily and likes to hold onto it too.

While Yeti switch to 27.5in tyres for the XS and S sizes to

create a more proportionally balanced ride they slacken

the head angle by a degree to keep the trail attitude

intact. Unlike many 100mm 29ers there’s a cable/hose

port for an internally routed dropper seat post which

we’d definitely recommend you take advantage of for  

trail riding.

That’s because the ASRc can definitely be a handful if

you get too carried away by its initially confident attitude

and easy speed gain. Several times during testing we flew

into top sections of descents full of swagger but rapidly

found the same shimmy and twist that helps it find the 

line of least resistance at slower speeds can rapidly get

out of hand in higher load situations. As you might expect

from such a light weight bike, front to rear tracking can

rapidly get significantly out of track and each glancing

blow can throw you wider of where you want to be. It

doesn’t help that the linear suspension tends to start

thumping and jumping around as it gets forced repeatedly 

to full stroke, rapidly putting you on the back foot on

bigger terrain, especially if you’re hoisted up high by a

fixed seat height. The nervous moments are more

obvious because there’s such a character change from

swaggering confidence to articulated anxiety, while a

steeper angled pure XC machine won’t suck you into

descents as fast in the first place. That said while we

certainly had some sketchy moments where we thought

the Yeti was going to catapult us straight into casualty,

it never actually did and it’s still definitely a quicker

technical trail bike than anything else in it’s freakishly 

flyweight category.

www.silverfish-uk.com  

BUYER’S GUIDE      See more high end cross country bikes on p101

Freaky light full sus with real trail swagger

�0/�/#X�}X3� X(�) .�-X.+X�/�2#X)�}�/�*0/H�
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1 Stumpy Kore 50mm stem

gives direct handling

2 Spank wheels are solid,

sensible performers

3 Pyga have extracted

maximum performance from

their suspension setup

4 The floating shock helps

control the smooth stroke

5 The Monarch Plus delivers

impressive perfomance from

the 140mm on offer

1 2 3 4

5
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T
he top of the moors above Carlton, there

used to be an airstrip for that most elegant

descender, the glider. The trail of corkscrew

gap toothed steps, water bars and vertical

drops into jack knife switchbacks that drops

off its east face has more in common with

than an abattoir than an albatross, at least it 

normally has. Something very different is happening 

tonight though.

The Pyga isn’t the biggest or slackest bike we’ve hauled

up the climb but slam dunking it down the throat of this 

tyre, rim and collarbone hungry chute, it’s totally

composed and almost eerily quiet. While it’s not the

stiffest mainframe the Pike fork and wide span Kore bars

twist and turn with an expert eye for exactly where to put

the front wheel for the fastest cleanest lines. The bars are

so perfectly weighted and traction so consistent that even

when we go way too hot into the tightest, steepest corner

of the segment the calmly assured South African manages

to save us, with a certain disaster drop, ditch, exit boulder

sequence somehow converted into a full compression, to 

floated recovery and power out miracle. Then it’s

immediately back on the gas when sense says we should

be picking our teeth out of the treacherous geology, as nut 

knotting panic turns to euphoric adrenalin.

Even at max torque the fully floating mount of the

Monarch Plus shock meant the back wheel never skips,

slips or steps out across the staccato slabs as we fight to

get power down. The front wheel hooks inside the ribs of

the racing line like an expert butcher, carving the leanest

cuts possible out of the twisting lower section, taking 16

seconds off a 1:30min descent we’ve being riding for

years. That’s on a 140mm trail bike that had climbed with

such impressive efficiency up the slabs and steps to the

top in ‘Open’ mode that we actually switched it back from 

an instinctive flick to ‘Pedal’. An outwardly relatively

simple alloy trail bike that actually treads a sublime

balance between addictive, flow boosting forgiveness and

impeccably well weighted authority. Not in your face stiff,

but always precise enough to hook a super aggressive

traction or snatch traction back a split second before you 

flinch into brace position.

The rest of the ride was basically a series of KOM’s

down our favourite moors descents, starting at speeds that

scared the crap out of us, but never spooked the Pyga. The

Pascoe was on fire, but even when the X01 rear cassette

was a blur or we were sending a section that normally 

Pyga OneForty650 Pascoe
£4095  Pyga’s updated trail bike is an even better all rounder

demands braking, it never felt like it would burn you. 

Just so
At just over 13kg it’s no hindrance to hunting far and

wide for your thrills either. The pedal neutral rear end and

balanced rather than totally slacked out 67° head angle

give it tenacity when it comes to rooting out traction and

cleaning climbing moves. Even on blown out rocky trails

or deep ruts we stayed feet up and locked on line as well

as the full on XC 29ers we were riding with. If you’ve got

the energy it’ll spin a gear to screaming leg oblivion on a

summit sprint as well as shorter travel bikes and it loves

to punch hard out of singletrack corners without losing

grip or composure. The same story was replayed over and 

over. Whether it was boulder trail centre black runs,

sunset chasing epics or racing through the local wild

woods, the Pyga was just a brilliant bike to blast, bomb or

just bugger about on. Sharing it round our test team gave

us the same feedback. Veteran downhillers, long haul

freaks or local trail hooligans, everybody just loved the

Pyga, in a superbly balanced “just right” sort of way.

There’s always a mechanical backing to a miracle ride

though so what’s the Pyga’s secret? The floating shock

suspension that manages to keep the bike so composed

and quiet is certainly a big aspect of the ride quality. It

feels absolutely great with either the more linear feeling

full volume air spring or the more progressive spec that

Pyga recommends. Our complete bike option with Spank

wheels, Onza tyres and Kore cockpit is an excellent blend

of well proven kit that suits the understated yet capable 

frame superbly. Practical touches like an Angleset

compatible head tube and down tube cable routing add

versatility and real life practicality, as does the shorter

seat tube that allows you to size up in length without

stretching your legs too far. It all makes for a bike that’s

solid value and simply one of the best all round trail bikes 

we’ve had the pleasure of riding. 

www.r53sport.com

BUYER’S GUIDE     For more high end trail bikes see p106

Outstanding trail performance in a perfectly

balanced but quietly understated package.   
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W
hile some bikes struggle to live up 

to the promise of their name,

Devinci’s Spartan is a true warrior

that’ll charge into the chaos of

combat full bore without a second 

thought. 

Gravity wagon
If you’re after real DH DNA in your enduro bike then you’ll

be stoked to hear the alloy prototype of Devinci’s Spartan 

qualified in second place at the 2014 DH World

Championships. Devinci’s Monocoque Carbon - Gravity 

carbon fibre construction saves 750g but it’s still

massively stiff and strong with a heavy duty skid plate to

back up the lifetime frame warranty. The asymmetric

chainstays are alloy to fend off chain slap damage, while

carbon seat stays drop weight and add stiffness. While the 

stock Carbon SX is a very impressive value £3560,

importers Haven added their own Loaded AMX 31mm

carbon fibre rims on ultra high quality Chris King hubs,

plus 35mm clamp diameter, 780mm wide Loaded AMX 

bars in a wide mouthed, 45mm Loaded AMX stem.

Very neat blanking plates cover the redundant internal

cable runs on this SRAM 1x11 build and while we’d rather 

have a fixed travel Rock Shox Pike fork than the Dual

Position model fitted the Monarch Plus piggyback rear

shock and Reverb stealth seat post are welcome sights.

The 165mm travel Split Pivot suspension system has 

been developed by pivot prophet Dave Weagle and

literally revolves around rear suspension bearings that sit

around the same axis as the 142x12mm rear axle. The

Monarch shock is mounted straight onto to the seat stay

tips but a horseshoe linkage kicks the alters the alignment

as it goes through its stroke. Two small flip chips on the

shock mount let you drop the BB by 7mm and slacken the 

head and seat angles by 0.6°. The chunky Specialized

Purgatory front and semi slick Slaughter tyre combo fitted 

(instead of stock Schwalbe Hans Dampf SuperGravity

tyres) also slackened angles by 0.8° over Devinci’s 

published numbers. 

Kick ass
It’s no surprise that the Spartan is a true loam

throwing, drop sending, berm blowing gravity warrior. 

Devinci Spartan Carbon SX
£4762 Is this carbon Canadian really a day rideable DH bike?



K U R T SORGE

Photo by: Kurt Sorge
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1 Suspension tune is

exceptional downhill but there

are pedal kickback woes

2 The head angle is a relaxed 

65° with this setup

3 Own brand AMX Loaded

carbon rims help add verve

4 The Split Pivot design gives

ground hugging traction

5 The bike comes with an

internally routed dropper

While some bikes gradually grow your confidence in a

friendly, hold your hand way, the Devinci is a full on black

run blackmailer that straight up tells you to stay off the

brakes, stay loose, put your weight through your feet and

focus as far down the trail as possible because you’re

going to be there a lot quicker than you expect. While a lot 

of big bikes can carry straight line speed on more

groomed, flowing trails the Devinci excels in the most

brutal, run ruining, confidence crushing segments of trail.

Baked in braking bumps, rodeo rock sections that just get

bigger and uglier the further you get into them, rutted off

camber sections or rinsed out root spreads radiating from 

apexes are all seen away with ease. Wherever you’re

expecting to get the speed choked out of the wheels or

watch your planned line arcing out of your grasp as you

get bucked into the bushes the Spartan just sucks onto the 

ground, squares it’s shoulders and hammers through

hungry for the next section. While the Loaded rims

undoubtedly help underline the composed and feedback

rich ride feel we know from riding the basic Carbon XP

bike that the frame itself also play a big part in delivering

a ride that’s superbly damped to kill chatter distraction but

still feels agile and accurate not just numb and inert. The 

way the Split Pivot back end stays fully active under

braking means you can leave stopping to the very last split

second without feeling like the back wheel hit a land mine 

as soon as you pull the SRAM Guide R brake lever.

Kickback
Pushing the downhill performance to extremes has

created some kickback in other areas though and we 

mean that literally. Ground sucking traction from the full

volume DebonAir can is outstanding and if you sit and

spin it’s remarkable what this category competitive 13.5kg 

beast will claw it’s way up. We didn’t notice any

abnormalities in the composed compression stroke either,

but the rebound definitely throws up some curve balls.

Even with dual speed, position sensitive ‘Rapid Recovery’

damping there are times when pedal stroke and shock

extension combine to create a sudden and severe hop. If

your weight is forward it’s enough to hop the back wheel

off the ground and it certainly puts a hole in your pedalling

rhythm if you’re on the gas out of the saddle. The power

bounce isn’t helped by the noticeably linear stroke of the 

Dual Position air spring version of the Pike fork. The

Spartan is significantly more controlled with four volume

spacers in the shock and a lower pressure that doesn’t

overload the start stroke rebound so much though.

Devinci have also been outstandingly responsive to our

feedback on the issue so expect some tuning changes  

and a standard fork when 2016 Spartan lines up  

ready for battle.

www.havendistribution.co.uk

+++++

BUYER’S GUIDE See more high end trail bikes on p106

Some hiccups but potentially one of the

best mini DH/enduro frames around at a  

great price. 

1

2 3 4 5
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O
n-One has always managed to kick out

superb value hardtails and this one is no

different. With kit almost entirely from the

SRAM stable, this bike is fitted with a X01

11spd drivetrain, Reverb dropper post,

Guide RSC brakes, Roam 30 wheels and a

140mm Revelation fork. It’s all solid stuff.

No nonsense
The uncomplicated, triple and double-butted cromoly

steel tubes create a frame that’s happy to accommodate a

long-travel (for a hardtails) fork. The angles lean towards 

aggressive riding fun, but there’s no provision for an

internally routed dropper post and the back end uses a 

On-One 45650b
£1600 A versatile, value hardtail favourite, now with mid-sized wheels

plain 135x10mm quick release rather than through axle.

A fun perch
The bike is designed to run forks from 4in (100mm) to 6in

(150mm) of travel, but even with 140mm forks fitted you

can feel perched, even with the stem as low as it goes. It’s 

also hard to ignore the rather tall for a trail hardtail

320mm bottom bracket height, which harms confidence

in turns. You could drop the fork travel to lower the BB, but

that would also steepen the 67° head angle which feels

pretty good as is. Conversely we never snagged a pedal

when putting the power down on tree stump riddled

off-piste sections. Our 18in frame felt roomy enough on

the climbs and the wide gear range and 12.5kg weight

meant that winching up to the top was comfortable. Point

it down steep, technical trails and your confidence creeps

back up, with high front end, wide bar and short stem

working for you. It’s easy to manhandle the bike up and

over obstacles at speed and the slightly flexy 140mm

Revelation fork lets you clatter down choppy, badly worn

trail centre descents as fast as you’re happy to go. The

back end can feel quite unforgiving after a long stint in the 

saddle though, especially on really battered surfaces. 

www.on-one.co.uk
BUYER’S GUIDE See more entry level trail bikes on p102

A great spec and solid ride feel add to

the 45650b’s appeal but there’s room for 

improvement.
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FIRST
LOOK
BRAND NEW GEAR

SRAM Guide
Ultimate brake

£229 The ultimate brake? 

SRAM’s Guide brakes are a superior successor to the

Trail stoppers they replace, but they still have some room

for improvement in terms of heat management and

consistency. Enter the Guide Ultimate. The lever is

blinged-out with titanium hardware and a carbon lever

blade, but the all-new calliper is the really important bit.

It’s flared-out to improve air flow and a small alloy heat

shield helps keep the calliper cool. The new brakes are

said to run at a positively tepid 195°C on a simulated

800m descent, 25°C cooler than a standard Guide. The

pistons are sheathed in aluminium to allow tighter

manufacturing tolerances then the previous phenolic

pistons. Combined with new seals, they claim reduced

friction for a more consistent feel and reduced lever 

dead-stroke. Here’s hoping.

www.fishersoutdoor.co.uk
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These cranks contain a pair of strain gauges within the

spindle to accurately measure your power output in real

time. This not only allows you to see how hard you’re

going whilst out on the bike, but can also the data can

also be used with Rotor’s INpower software which graphs

the force your leg is exerting as a function of the angle of

the crank. This tells you the best position to fit one of

Rotor’s asymmetrical chainrings and make the best use of

the most powerful part of your pedal stroke. The 30mm

spindle is compatible with almost all BB standards and

also hides the AA battery that powers the sensors. Because

it only measures the power output of your left leg, it won’t

give the most reliable true power data, but we can still  

see these being a useful training tool for the  

serious athletes out there.

www.velotechservices.co.uk

Rotor Rex 1.1

INpower cranks

£649 Crank out some  

serious data 
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FIRST
LOOK

Oakley Jawbreaker 
Prizm Trail

These are the off-road version of the Jawbreaker Prizm

glasses used by Mark Cavendish (Google him - he’s a

roadie, apparently). They feature a nifty means of

swapping the lens, known as ‘Switchlock’. A cam

mechanism in the nosepiece releases to allow the lower

frame to open up like a lower jaw of a shark. This, Oakley

claim, makes it easy to swap out the lenses for different

conditions, but requires these specs to be comprised of a

staggering 27 different pieces. The lenses themselves

are Oakley’s proprietary Prizms, promising their usual

clarity of vision. This ‘Trail’ version is fine-tuned to

highlight reds and browns to make picking out detail

on the trail even easier, especially when going in

and out of shade. As for the looks, we’ll leave that to you.

www.oakley.com

£180 See the world afresh 
through these prisms
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FIRST
LOOK

Kenda’s Nevegal tread pattern is one of those classic

designs which have stood the test of time. A bit like Mick

Jagger, it feels like they’ve been around forever and there’s

still no sign of it going away. Hopefully these will wrinkle

less. With ramped centre tread to keep rolling resistance

down while the rounded profile and staggered shoulder

lugs gives a predictable cornering feel. Kenda’s DTC

compound provided a hard-wearing 60a centre tread

for improved rolling speed while the shoulder lugs get

a stickier 50a rubber mix. Now they are available in

the 650b standard too, so this classic can  

keep on rolling.

www.todayscyclist.co.uk

Kenda Nevegal Pro 
DTC 27.5” tyres
£39 Classic rubber in a  

new size and guise
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We were big fans of Bontrager’s Lithos helmet when we

reviewed it last year, but now it’s had a bit of a redesign.

The new model features no less than 22 vents (up from 

19 in the previous model) to funnel air into internal

channels which are designed to keep your head nice and

cool while riding. Our medium sample weighed in at a

relatively weighty 442g, but coverage is good especially

at the rear where it extends nice and far down. Their 

party piece is an articulated visor can be lifted upwards

allowing you to slip your Enduro Goggles™ underneath,

preventing them from fogging up during uphill sections,

or ‘liasons’ in correct enduro parlance. People may laugh

at the goggles and open helmet fashion, but our tech

writer Seb is a big fan and we’re keen to see if this 

feature makes the whole thing less of a faff.   

www.bontrager.com

Bontrager Lithos Helmet

£100 A top hat for the enduro kids?



For that regular post-work ride, exploring new trails or setting out across the Alps on an riding

adventure? Whatever the purpose, this 27.5” trail bike with 120 mm effective travel is the

epitome of a smooth ride with more than enough playfulness to keep you on your toes. With

supreme traction in the rear, the SPINE crests summits like a pro, while offering a generous

portion of fun on technical descents. The lightweight full carbon version of the frame,

weighing just 1,950 g, is aggressive and speed-orientated, rendering it ideal for long

rides across a mass of terrains. With four different specs coming in either aluminium and

carbon – as well as two female-specifi c models – this is a bike created to suit any rider.

www.focus-bikes.com  //  facebook/focus.bikes

THE All-new Focus Spine
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Shimano’s brakes are notoriously easy to bleed, but it’s

difficult to find complete bleed kits with everything you 

need in one place. It looks like Bleedkit.com have

thought of everything with this kit though; it contains a

generous 100ml bottle of proper Shimano mineral oil

(easily enough to bleed a pair of brakes twice), the 7mm 

spanner necessary to open the bleed valve, a bleed block

to hold the pistons apart, a pair of bags to drain the old 

oil into as well as the required tubing and a pair of

syringes. A reusable zip tie, safety gloves and a pair of 

spare O-rings are great touches too. 

www.bleedkit.com

Bleedkit.com Shimano Bleed kit

€15 Bleeding without the pain
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While bottle cages are useful things, they certainly don’t

add anything to the aesthetic of your bike. However, the

cunning folk at Fabric have come up with this rather neat

and simple solution by combining the cage with the bottle

itself. The 600ml bottle has V-shaped grooves that then

hook onto specially extended studs that thread into your

cage mounts. The studs only weigh 3g for the pair, so it’s

lightweight as well as neat. Of course, this means that

you can only use Fabric bottles, but now you can

finally get rid of all those manky freebie bottles 

you’ve picked up over the years.

www.fabric.cc

Fabric Cageless 
Water Bottle

£12  Freed from the cage
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I
t’s no secret that the current system 

of land access in England and Wales 

doesn’t make much sense. An 

arcane amount of knowledge is 

needed to understand where you 

can and can’t ride your mountain 

bike. There’s a possibility that could 

be set to change in Wales, with the 

possibility of Scottish style open access.

As any Scottish mountain biker will 

revel in telling you, it’s not just the epic 

Highlands and acre upon acre of 

undisturbed woodland that make their 

country such a mecca for riding. Since 

2003, everybody from walkers to horse 

riders have had statutory access to  

most of Scotland’s outdoors. That 

means that you can ride your mountain 

bike on any trail you like, as long as you 

abide by the Outdoor Access Code, a set 

of common sense guidelines.

Wrongs of way
That’s far from the situation in England 

and Wales. While you can walk on any 

public right of way, you’re only allowed 

to take a bicycle on a bridleway, 

restricted byways or byways open to all 

traffic. If you’ve spent any time poring 

over a map trying to create a route, 

you’ll know that creates some ridiculous 

scenarios, such as bridleways that turn 

into footpaths halfway along them. It 

means that trying to get out and ride 

your bike in the countryside can become 

a right faff, while conflict can arise 

between different trail user groups if 

right of access is uncertain. 

Time for a change?
The good news is that rumblings from 

the devolved Welsh government signal 

that there might be change coming. In a 

public consultation Green Paper posted 

on their website (http://bit.

ly/1grEpNB), they’re asking for people’s 

opinions on ‘improving opportunities to 

access the outdoors for responsible 

Rights of ways in England and Wales are arcane, obstructive and 

lag behind the Scottish example. That could be set to change... 

WMB

The issues you need to know about

The right to roam 

free in Wales?
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recreation’. Put simply, they want more 

people who can’t afford to travel to get 

out and to explore the outdoors and 

also to reduce the cost involved with the 

rights of way system. Wales has over 

33,000km of public rights of way and 

even the Welsh Government admit that 

there’s a wide perception that the 

current legislation is outdated, only 

dealing with individual paths rather 

than viewing them as part of a bigger, 

more integrated network. The Welsh 

Coast Path has been a recent and 

hugely successful project to create a 

cohesive access network and has 

brought in £61.1m of added value to 

the Welsh economy. Of course, most of 

that network is footpath and therefore 

out of bounds to cyclists.

Healthy and wealthy
A very simple way of creating these 

networks and encouraging greater use 

would be to open them up to all users, 

just like in Scotland. If parents and kids 

can ride locally around on an integrated 

Open access for Wales?
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network of local footpaths and other

rights of way rather than busy and

dangerous roads, they’re more likely to 

get into the outdoors and start a

healthy, lifelong cycling habit. Of course,

it’d open up a huge swathe of trails for

enthusiast mountain bikers to enjoy as

well, bringing in more tourists from over

the border. That would give a big boost 

to small, rural economies and 

encourage new business.

All across the cycling spectrum,

people are getting excited about what

this consultation could lead to. In a

statement on their website, British

Cycling’s Mountain Bike Leadership 

manager, Dan Cook, said:

“Current countryside access laws are

outdated, challenging and costly to

administer bearing little relation to the

ways that most people now access the 

countryside.

“As proven through Scottish Outdoor

Access, the UK’s mountain bikers and 

off-road cyclists are sensible and

considerate people that bring a host of 

benefits to help develop rural

economies. I therefore look forward to

supporting riders, mountain bike leaders 

and Welsh communities through our 

response and feel confident that

evolution in this area can only be 

positive for all.”

The times they are a-changin’
Other outdoors users would be keen to

see improved and simplified rights of

way. Kayakers often struggle with access 

to waterways and it’s likely that the

horseriding lobby would welcome

increased access too. The Ramblers are

less likely to be enthused, ever wary of 

potential conflict between faster

moving cyclists and walkers. However,

research done by Natural Resources

Wales, the body that manages land and

environment issues shows that the old,

rigid tribes of outdoor users are being

replaced by more people who describe

themselves as ‘multi-activity’. While

walkers still represent the largest user

group overall, it’s been ‘active pursuits’

such as mountain biking, caving and

climbing that have seen the biggest

increases. While 8% of the survey said

that they’d like to do more mountain

biking in the future, there’s been a

decrease in people who say that walking 

is their sole outdoor activity.

Strike while the iron is hot
Arguably more important is the political 

will to change the current laws. The

Liberal Democrats have made a fuller

Right to Roam part of their election

manifesto in the recent UK election but 

it’s likely that Labour, who hold the

majority, and Plaid Cymru might view

access reform as a potential vote winner

in the upcoming National Assembly for

Wales election. This could represent the

best chance we have to create a fairer,

cheaper and basically more enjoyable

access system in Wales. A successful

campaign in Wales might lead to the 

same happening in England.

There’s no doubt that Scotland’s rig
ht of way

laws are
sim

pler, faire
r and better than those

in
England and Wales, with an emphasis on

personal responsibilit
y in

not damaging the

natural enviro
ment. We’d

suggest that if

you’d
lik

e to corre
ct this, then tellin

g the

Welsh Government what you think is a good

start. If you liv
e in

Wales, speaking to your

MP and making it known that this is an issue

that matters
to you is an even better one.

Head here fo
r m

ore: h
ttp://bit.ly

/1grEpNB 

WMB Says:

WMB
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Bomber
bye bye?

THEY SAY “Tenneco Inc.

(NYSE:TEN) announced today its 

intention to discontinue its

Marzocchi motor bike fork

suspension business and its

mountain bike business, and

liquidate its Marzocchi operations.”

WE SAY The situation at Marzocchi

seems to change on a week-by-week

basis, but what appears clear is that

parent company Tenneco is very much

out of the two-wheeled suspension 

business. Tweets directly from

Marzocchi suggest all may not be over

though; “Marzocchi MTB is open for

business. Production continues. New product

coming for 2016! #marzocchilives”. We await 

further news with baited breath!

THEY SAY Kona’s 2016 collection

of bikes is a true reflection of going

deeper into the inherent beauty

and energy of cycling—in every

way, shape and form. At Kona, the

power of cycling is what motivates

our passion. Just how far you can

go. The distance you can cover. The

places you’ll see and the endless 

adventures along the way.

WE SAY Swimming through the

wishy-washy marketing, we think

what they mean is that their bikes

are now better than before. Well,

we’re pretty sure. We had a sneak

peek of their new range in Austria

recently and they look good this

year, with decent specs, fairer

prices and geo that should keep us

happy. Look out for reviews soon.

Roll deep crew?

Fleet footed Foxes

Fox is developing an electronic suspension

system [Live Valve] that instantly changes

suspension modes based on terrain. It

continuously maximizes pedaling efficiency

and traction. The system switches to the

most favourable mode automatically, all the 

time. It can do what a human and an 

adjustment lever cannot do.

WE SAY

Haters gonna hate, but if the very early

reports we’ve read are correct, this sounds

very, very good. The 0.005 second reaction

time means it moves fast enough to alter

the fork as well as the shock, unlike the

existing E:I system. It’ll be expensive and yet 

another piece of electronics that’ll need

charging, but you knew that anyway.

WMB

Our take on this month’s top stories
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THEY SAY A slack trail hardtail

with big 27.5+ tyres could be the

ideal first bike for many beginner

riders and a versatile plaything for

those who already have a bike (or

several). The Orbea Loki aims to do

this with confidence-inspiring

geometry and fat, grippy tyres,

combined with hardtail simplicity. 

WE SAY We’ve all seen it. Novice

riders shaking down chutes aboard

a bike with racing geometry, skinny

tyres and a stem like a TV mast.

The Loki is the opposite. When we

rode it in Spain, it was almost as

capable as Orbea’s full-sus trail

bikes thanks to those big tyres and

confident geometry. We’re not sure

how it’ll behave in mud, though! 

A Spanish plus-sized model

THEY SAY The Rose Pikes Peak is a

150 or 160mm trail / Enduro bike 

with a trick up its sleeve. The

geometry is long and slack, based

around short 35mm stems for

improved handling. The party piece 

is an adjustable shock mount

offering two geometry positions  

and two options for the rear

suspension’s progressivity. 

WE SAY We approve of the long

front-end and short stem, we do

wonder why they didn’t just have a

steep seat angle and a slack head

angle as standard though? The

provision for a coil shock is

interesting, with many EWS racers

choosing to run one this year. Could

the coil be coming back in favour? 

Watch this space.

Kiss from a Rose? A baby GoPro is born

THEY SAY 50% smaller and 40% lighter than

other HERO4 cameras, HERO4 Session is the most

wearable and mountable GoPro ever. With a sleek,

versatile design, it’s at home anywhere—from the 

surf to the snow, to hanging with friends.

WE SAY Another month, another new GoPro, but

the Session looks to have tackled some of our long 

standing gripes. One-touch turn-on/record

functionality and auto image rotation means we

won’t be faffing in post production to flip our

videos. Can the small package pack the punch of

its larger predecessors though? We’re looking 

forward to finding out.

Going, going, PON!

THEY SAY With immediate effect, Pon

Holdings acquires Santa Cruz Bicycles,

the California-based market leader in

high-end mountain bikes. Their product

range currently includes 16 models that

are sold in 70 countries under the brand 

names of Santa Cruz and Juliana.

WE SAY Santa Cruz have joined the big

boys! PON’s acquisition of Cervelo road

bikes meant a drop in price without a

drop in quality, so perhaps this will mean

Santa Cruz bikes becoming a bit more 

affordable over here. Cervelo also

maintained their boutique status, so

we’ll see if Santa Cruz can do the same.
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A tool for

every trail?
I often ride at trail centres as well as

mountains in the Lake District so I’m

wanting to get a 650b trail bike with 

140-150mm of travel.

I’ve been looking at the Giant Trance

but what other options are there? My 

budget is around £2000.

Sam, by email 

WMB says: There are a number of

great looking bikes out there for

around the £2000 mark. The Trance is

far from a bad shout, with the Trance

27.5 2 coming in at just under your

budget. The Fox 32 fork in 140mm

guide may feel a bit stretched though.

Another option would be something a 

bit burlier though.

In this issue I’ve reviewed the Giant 

Reign 1, but felt that the fork and

brakes held it back a little. Fortunately,

it’s cheaper brother, the Reign 2, looks 

spot on spec wise. The Dual Position

RockShox Pike is replaced by the

excellent Pike RC Solo Air, which offers

much more mid-travel support, and

Shimano’s frankly brilliant Deore

brakes should provide consistent

braking with the 200/180 rotor combo. 

OK, it’s a 160mm bike, but the

geometry gives great handling and the

Maestro suspension means it rarely

feels like a handful on the climbs.

For £100 more, you could get your

hands on a Canyon Strive AL 6.0 Race.

Benefitting from Canyon’s direct sales

model means you get a great spec with 

a Pike RC Solo Air, SRAM 11 speed

drivetrain and a Monarch Plus rear

shock. Add in progressive geometry

and Canyon’s ShapeShifter geometry

adjust system, you’ve got one of our 

favourite trail bikes ever.

With the 2015 model year coming

to an end, you may be able to pick up a

good deal on a more pricey bike soon.

Tom

A question of grip
I’ve been riding mountain bikes at pace

for over 25 years. My preference is XC &

all mountain. I ride the Chilterns where

it can be gloopy and claggy, the Peak

District where it can be barren and wet,

and Afan/Glyncorrwg where it can be

slick. However the holy trinity in tyres 

remains unfound. I’m looking for

contradictory light weight & robust, fast

rolling and grippy. Puncture resistance 

is important too.

John, by email 

WMB says: Tyres are always tricky to 

get right, as there’s always a

compromise. We found that the

Specialized Butcher with Grid casing

(p46) was a top tyre, but it may be

overkill for what you’re looking for.

Mixing and matching your tyres front

and rear is a good plan. A fast rolling

tyre at the rear paired with an more

aggressive one up front offers a great

compromise between control and drag.

Maxxis has a huge range of

compounds, sidewalls and carcasses

and they’re firm favourites with the

team. An Ardent on the rear offers fast 

rolling, with plenty of volume for

comfort, grip and puncture protection. 

Up front, you may find the Ardent

reasonable as well, but I prefer the

slightly more aggressive High Roller 2. 

The ramped tread reduces rolling

resistance while the shoulder tread

does a good job of providing traction in

the corners. If you can stretch to it, the

EXO side wall, 3C triple compound,

tubeless ready versions are great.

If they don’t tickle your fancy though, 

there are six top tyres listed in the

buyers guide at the back of this mag. 

WMB

Tech problem? Email wmb@immediate.co.uk



The Bontrager XR4 Team and WTB Trail 

Boss may fit the bill.

Tom

What wheel size?
As a long time reader and subscriber I

am a little frustrated by your handling 

off different wheel sizes.

In recent issue WMB176 you test

summer tyres and state the tyre weight

and different sizes, but not which size

the weight refers to!? After a long search

I found the small info in the prologue,

that all tyres was ridden in 650b but not

what wide. In “the old days” the actually 

size was written in bold.

I think wheel size is so important that

you have to state it clearly and get so

frustrated when I read a bike test and

you don’t state the wheel size in the

facts box and I have to find it hidden 

some where in the text.

So please, make a permanent wheel

size info in the facts box when you write

about a bike it’s just as important as 

head angel and fork travel.

Soren, by email 

WMB says: As you stated, the info on

wheel size in the tyres test was at the 

front of the article, but not in the

reviews themselves. In terms of the

weight for each tyre, it was definitely

an oversight of ours not to clarify in 

every case which tyres size the weight 

was referring to - we’re very sorry 

about that!

In terms of our bike reviews, the

majority are 650b these day. We’ve not

reviewed a 26in bike for well over a

year as there aren’t any new ones 

coming out. Where 29ers are

concerned, we usually make this clear

in the reviews! We always make sure

that any relevant technical detail is in

the review copy, but if you’re after a 

full blow by blow tech and spec

breakdown, most manufacturer’s

websites have full spec and geo charts. 

Seb

Sending the steeps
IF

searching for steep terra
in

is your bag, then

there
are

a couple
of things you can do to set

your bike up for vertically
orie

ntated terra
in.

1) To prevent fork
dive, dial in

extra
low-speed

compression to resist dive under braking. Add

volume spacers
to the fork. If your fork

can’t take

volume spacers, some can benefit fro
m

a little oil 

in
the air chamber, reducing volume and

increasing progressivity that way.

2) Drop pressure
in

your rear shock to help
keep

the fro
nt end propped up. Again, adding volume

spacers
or grease inside the air c

an helps prevent 

bottoming out.

QUICK FIX



1
They make tame  
singletrack technical

All that extra power means that mild 

singletrack quickly becomes a fast and 

furious test of skills. You’ll need to spot 

berms and catch drifts even on mild 

uphill trails. Basically it’s like descending 

all the time, and who could hate that?  

2 They give you a 
serious upper  

body workout
Strapping a motor and a battery on adds a 

serious chunk of weight to a bicycle, but 

that means that wrestling it down the 

trail gives your upper half more of a 

workout, which will pay dividends when 

you get back to you normal bike…

3 You’ll ride  
even harder

Even though you’ll be going faster, the 

fact that all the trail legal ‘pedelec’ 

designs need you to press on the pedals 

means that you’ll still have to put in effort 

However, because the full power boost is 

so addictive, you usually end up pedalling 

like a loon all the time.

4 Days can be  
even longer

If your fitness isn’t great, using an e-bike 

on the lower assistance setting means 

you can ride really rather far. That means 

that the all day epic that’d usually have 

you sobbing and hating life will actually 

become the pleasurable experience it was 

always supposed to be.

5 You can uplift  
your mates

If a fitter friend has ever taken mercy on 

you and given you a push or a tow up a 

climb, then an e-bike will allow you to 

return the favour by dragging a mate or 

two up the hills even faster. That means 

more laps and more fun.

6 You can carry  
more stuff

Minimalism is all the rage elsewhere   

in cycling, but with an e-bike you can take 

the kitchen sink if you wish. That means 

no more hard nutrition bars and gloopy 

gels for lunch, but a delicious picnic 

spread, complete with proper cutlery and 

a cheese course. On a more serious note, 

every pro photographer labouring 

underneath a huge bag of lenses has 

loved riding an e-bike.

WMB

They’re the marmite of the mountain bike world, but there are good reasons to give one a go

...You should  

       try an e-bike

N
othing splits opinion in the mountain bike world quite like e-bikes. Well, 

wheel size, travel and geometry are close contenders, but the haters 

reserve particular vitriol for anyone that wants to liven up their bike 

ride with a battery. While there are all sorts of issues around powered 

vehicles sharing the trail with other users, we reckon you shouldn’t 

dismiss them out of hand until you’ve tried one. Here’s why:
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7 They mean you can 
keep riding for years

Mountain biking is an active sport and that 

means that eventually the ravages of age 

and injury will take its toll on your body and 

what you can do. If an e-bike lets you ride in 

the mountains for longer, then it’s the only 

reason you need.

8 You can overtake  
pro cyclists

During a recent press trip, a pro enduro rac-

er accompanied the assembled journosas 

they tested e-bikes and he rode his normal 

bike. Every single one of the pudgy pencil 

pushers overtook him on a brutal climb 

with ease. Unless you’re also a pro-racer, 

that’ll never happen without an e-bike.

9 A massive grin on 
your face

We’ve yet to see anyone that’s ridden an 

e-MTB for any length of time and not had a 

grin so huge it needs to be chiselled off their 

face. We’re pretty sure the level of assistance 

is directly linked to your cheek muscles.  

That said… 

10 You can hate them 
�����Þ�½Û�Þ�

Okay, once you’ve ridden one you can pitch 

in with confidence into the debate, safe in 

the knowledge that some smart arse can’t 

shut you down by asking you if you’ve 

actually ridden one. The reverse also applies.

Basically it’s like descending all the 
time, and who could hate that?
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On sale 22nd

September

The Big Budget  

Bike Test
From £500 to £1500, 24 bikes 

battle it out for bargain of  

the year status 
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W
hile the Command Post has been around

for a while, the IRcc (Internally Routed,

cruise control) is new for 2015. Whereas

the Command of old had three defined

positions, the IRcc benefits from an extra

10 indents into its 75, 100 or 125mm of travel, arranged 

with 5 either side of the middle position.

While moving the post through its travel you can feel

these indents, and while its more intuitive to drop the

saddle into the main positions, with a bit of knack you can 

get it into the smaller positions. This gives a bit more

tunability to saddle position, which some will prefer.

Occasionally though we’ve found that it’ll just miss an 

indent and fall to the next available main position.

One of the main features of the Command Post is the

rate of saddle return. It can be adjusted by varying the air

pressure of the post, with the valve located just below the

saddle. The working pressures of 15-20psi is low, as is the

air volume, so getting an accurate measurement from a

shock or tyre pump can be challenging. It comes out of the 

box at 20psi, and we’ve found just a quick release of

pressure is all that’s needed. If you’re expecting a Reverb 

like gentle return rate, you’ll need to change your

expectations. It varies from very quick to ‘well you didn’t

value your fertility anyway’. You’ve been warned. That said,

once you’re used to it, the quick-fire return and the defined

clunk when it’s back up makes a lot of sense when you’re

transitioning fast from climbing to descending. Selecting a

mid-position on its return leg takes a bit more practice and 

commitment than when it’s going down.

Specialized
Command Post IRcc 
£250

Tailor your saddle height with
these two dropper posts. One
������ �	��� ÝO	������N ���
other is stepped. Which is best?

�0$�& |-X -X/0-)I � "-X�/ 'X1X- �) 1�'0X

+-$�$)"�(�&X.�/#$.���#�- �*+/$*)�/*�$")*-XH
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A
t £100 more than the Specialized, you’d expect

a quality product and fortunately Thomson have

delivered. Norglide bushings, Motul oil and a

finish that befits a top end product give classy 

looks and outstanding, ultra-reliable 

performance from this post.

Fitting the Covert was a touch quicker than the

Command, although our instructions only covered the

externally routed model. That said, the cable’s nipple

inserts easily into the actuator unit on the bottom of the

post and the free end of the cable is pinched in the lever.

The lever is a touch clunkier than the Specialized options 

though and with the cable pinched at the lever end,

makes hacking levers more tricky, if that’s your thing. A

number of adapters are going to become available to run 

the lever in a horizontal orientation though.

The drop is infinitely adjustable within the travel. That’s

great if you just was a small drop for technical climbs but

you’re limited to a 400mm long post and there’s only one 

125mm drop model. Return rate is controlled by your

finger on the lever, and isn’t adjustable thanks to the

sealed cartridge inside. The final 15mm of return travel is

damped, which might save your nether regions from a

thwack, but does mean you don’t get the tactile feel and

alerting sound the Command Post offers. Travel, both up

and down, is smooth, and despite using a number of these 

since release, we’ve had no reliability issues.

The post head is the same as you’d find on a regular

rigid Thomson post. There’s a fair amount of adjustment

in terms of angle available, however the curved shape and 

single bolt of the Command Post makes saddle angle

adjustment easier. Thomson’s post is inline while the

Command Post has a layback. Neither post has developed 

any prolonged creak or groan from the head.

Thomson offer the Elite Covert in 30.9 and 31.6mm

diameter, over the Specialized’s single 30.9mm option,

meaning compatibility with more frames without having 

to resort to a shim.

www.i-ride.co.uk

Thomson Elite
Covert Dropper £350

Specialized ship the post with two levers - a standard

vertically actuated lever and a SRL (Single Ring Lever),

which goes in place of a left hand shifter. These are both

superior to Thomson’s offering, with a better shape and

increased leverage making it easier to find in a hurry.

Installation of the IRcc was fairly easy, however having the 

set-screw on the cable at the bottom of the post is a bit

more of a faff than the Thomson, as the free end of the

cable needing cutting very close to the set screw to stop it

interfering with the base of the post during installation.

www.specialized.com

Sublime performance and reliability are only 

�*0)/X-X ��4�|  '4�'X1X-��) �X3/-���*./H
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T
he Nobby Nic is pitched as a versatile all-rounder,

a task it manages to balance reasonably well.

Fitting our lightweight version often proved

testing, but we got there in the end. The tyre

does roll slightly faster than the Butcher, with the 

thinner Snakeskin sidewalls, 735g weight and harder

PaceStar tread compound keeping drag down. On the trail,

the evenly spaced and fairly tall tread grips well in mud.

Climbing grip is impressive when used on the rear and

braking traction is good too. In the corners, we did find it

giving up a little easier than the Butcher. The rounded 

W
e’ve been consistently impressed with the

Butcher in the lightweight Control casing,

but the sturdier and tackier Grid version is

a real revelation. Our rolling resistance test 

found them slightly draggier than the

Nobby Nic and at 927g, they’re nearly 200g heavier too. 

Once the trail points down, though, the rewards are

immediately apparent. The thicker casing and seriously

tacky 42a tread dampen bumps to keep the tyre planted

to the trail while the soft, siped blocks stick to wet rock

impressively. The stiff sidewall also supports the tyre when

cornering hard, allowing for softer pressures despite the 

narrow profile.

The tubeless ready 2Bliss casing inflated without issue

on various rims. The fairly short, spaced-out tread clears

mud remarkably well and purposeful, gappy shoulder lugs 

bite hard in the corners. The Butcher bites noticeably

harder than the Schwalbe into greasy corners too. A

superb year-round front tyre and it’s great on the rear in

muddier conditions too. It’s almost impossible to fault.

www.specialized.com

Specialized
Butcher Grid 2.3 
£35

Fast-rolling, predictable rubber at the rear

but underdamped and lacking bite up front.

All-round performance is simply superb and 

the low price puts it in a class of its own.

profile gives a fairly predictable slide but most of the

shoulder treads are orientated in towards the centre of the

tyre, rather than along it which seems to let it down in 

terms of cornering grip.

Although great for rolling-resistance and weight, the

hard PaceStar compound and thin Snakeskin sidewalls

offer little damping. This makes the tyre feel bouncy and

uncontrolled over roots and rocks, rather than feeling

planted like the Butcher. It’s also prone to carcass roll on

hardpack turns, so we’d prefer a slightly beefier casing to

bridge the gap between this skinny Snakeskin and the 

much weightier Super Gravity item. 

www.schwalbe.com

Two 650b trail tyres meant for
technical terrain go head to head

Schwalbe Nobby 
Nic Snakeskin
PaceStar 2.35 £50

WINNER
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FULL SUSPENSION range from £1,200 to £3,250 (model shown £3,000)

Lifetime warranty on all 
frames, including racing. 
* Applies to frames manufactured since 2011 



ALPINE
ATTACK
Can the latest crop of do-it-all bikes take  
on a seriously tough mountain route? 
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M
ost of us aren’t lucky enough to live in an 

area with huge mountains, but a modern 

long travel trail bike should be able to not 

just survive but thrive in big terrain when 

given the chance. Whether you want to 

test your limits on far-flung Alpine trails, 

thrash a bikepark for run after run or just 

push the envelope on every cross-country ride in your local 

woods, the promise of having one bike that can do it all is 

an attractive one for most riders. They need good 

pedalling manners to be able to get you to where ski lifts 

can’t reach and to balance chaos controlling performance 

downhill with a ride that isn’t dull and sluggish when the 

trail is less terrifying. Kit needs to be tough enough to 

survive a thrashing but still be lightweight. Wheels and 

tyres in particular needs to be able to shrug off serious 

abuse without making climbs or flatter trails a 

monotonous chore, while suspension needs enough travel 

to clatter through rugged rock fields without being a soggy 

mess. 

Happily, technology has reached a point where the 

promise of a bike that you can ride all day and still tackle 

the toughest trails is a more than just a pipe dream. 

Modern 160mm travel full suspension bikes should be 

able hit big mountains, race enduro or just thrash your 

favourite trail centres. We’ve picked two bikes that cover 

the medium to high price range to take on an epic 

mountain testing challenge to see if you can get 

something special to ride, no matter what your budget is. 

The test
For this test, we knew the UK simply didn’t have terrain 

that was challenging enough, so we headed to the resort 

of Verbier in the Swiss Alps. There we met up with Lucy 

and Phil from Bike Verbier, who had an epic route planned 

that would take us up and over a seriously high mountain 

pass before descending down into Italy. Our route would 

have it all; technical singletrack climbs, fireroad drags, 

harsh rocky descents and sweeping loamy singletrack. 

That meant that our big adventure would be the perfect 

proving ground to decide which of our bikes really can do 

it all in some of the most testing terrain out there.

Your Testers
Jon Woodhouse, Editor

While he’s happy riding a rapid cross country machine, our 

Editor’s perfect bike ride involves a long day in technically 

challenging terrain, making this the ideal test for him to 

take part in.

key features

1: STABLE ANGLES

When things get steep, you need 
to have a bike that won’t throw you 
over the bars, so you want an almost 
downhill bike slack head angle to 
help you stay confident and in 
control. Around 65-66° offers a 
good compromise between agility 
and stability.

2: TOUGH WHEELS

While it’s easy to make a strong 
wheelset, making it light enough 
to pedal all day as well as suck 
up the abuse is a harder task. 
That’s why you need a good 
balance of rim width, strength, 
stiffness and low weight. 
Tubeless compatibility is a 
big plus to prevent pinch 
punctures on harsh rock slabs.

3: SUPPORTIVE SUSPENSION

Around 160mm is the ideal 
amount of travel, but there’s 
not point having all that suspension 
if it’s not used correctly. A bike 
that doesn’t eat through its travel
at the first sight of danger and 
then leave you hanging when the 
next impact comes is a must. 
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Can this more affordable 160mm aluminium framed

machine from the metal forming magicians in Taiwan 

keep up with a more expensive carbon rival? 

GIANT REIGN 27.5 1 £3999

This all-new carbon fibre framed, super long machine has a 

revolutionary rear shock from Fox and a price tag to match, 

but is it all show and no go?

MONDRAKER DUNE CARBON  

XR £6599

Tom Marvin, Technical Editor

Our Technical Editor is no stranger to a big mountain 

adventure, whether it’s in Europe or as far away as Nepal. 

His passion for riding bikes in seriously rugged landscape 

meant he was the obvious choice to put these bikes  

through their paces.

The Jargon explained
Reach:  This is the horizontal distance between the  

bottom bracket and the top of the steerer tube. A longer 

reach will give a more spacious feeling bike.

Fork offset: The distance between the fork axle and steerer 

tube when viewed vertically from above. More offset means 

less steering effort is needed, even with a slack head angle.

Multi link suspension: A suspension design where a  

fixed rear triangle is joined to the mainframe by a pair of 

short linkages. This design allows for a great degree of 

control over axle path and shock rate.

Collet axle:  A type of axle usually used for suspension 

linkages that doesn’t require pinch bolts to secure it,  

instead expanding outwards to clamp in place firmly  

when it is tightened.

THE BIKES

4: SUPERB STANDOVER

When you’re on a super tight 
switchback or super technical 
trail, the last thing you want is 
the frame getting in your way. 
That’s why you need plenty of 
clearance to allow you to move 
around on the bike, as well as a 
dropper post to get the saddle 
out of the way quickly.

our ratings explained

Exceptional: a genuine class leader.

Very Good: one of the best you cam buy.

Good: it’ll do the job and do it well..

Below average:�}�2X �$)�.*(X�2�4H

Poor: Simply put, don’t bother..

5: HARD HITTING SHOCKS

When you’re descending hundreds 
of metres, you need a shock that 
can take the punishment without 
overheating, which is why both 
our bikes feature shocks with 
piggybacks for increased oil 
volume and cooler running.
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U
nless you’re lucky enough to live in one of

the few parts of the UK that’s blessed with 

rugged highland terrain, most of our

mountain bikes ply their trade on somewhat

smaller fare. It doesn’t demean the riding

that most of us do, but it’s a rare treat to find

yourself in what is genuinely a wild bit of

nature, with peaks looming hundreds of metres above and 

the sight of a trail snaking down an equally mighty

distance in front. That’s the exact situation that Tom and 

myself are now in. The sense of excitement and 

apprehension is palpable.

Border hopping
We’re sat exactly on the border between Switzerland and

Italy, with the cartoonishly jagged peaks of Mont Gele and

Mont Avril looming out of the mist either side. The reason

we’re here is simple. We wanted a challenge that would

put a pair of the current crop of enduro bikes to a truly

demanding test. While enduro racing is the buzzword

darling of bike marketeers, the crop of long trail travel trail 

bikes grew from the desire of riders to ride under their own

steam to the top of the remotest and most rugged trails

and then be able to stretch their skills to breaking point on 

the way back down. It’s arguably the purest form of

mountain biking; quite literally you, your bike and the

dizzying possibility of what nature has to offer for your

edification. If this huge up and over effort doesn’t tell us 

what our bikes have to offer, then nothing will.

Some 836m below us, shrouded in the mist that has

swept in as we reached the summit, lay our starting point. 

At 250m from sculpted concrete top to its base at the

valley bottom, the Mauvoisin dam in the Bagnes valley of

Switzerland is the 11th tallest in the world. Because of

that it’s hugely popular with the sort of idiot that likes to

jump into space and rely on the stuff your tie is made of to

prevent them becoming a thinly spread red splodge on

rocks below. It’s hard not to be impressed by either. As we

left the concrete tunnels and headed onto the well worn 

path that leads to the pass, it doesn’t seem half as

impressive as the mountain peaks that dwarf us on both 

sides. We’ve gone from manmade to Mordor. 
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Getting tooled up
Our rugged mountain-man schtick should be be slightly

deflated by the fact we actually cheated nature and had a

van-based from uplift Lucy and Phil from Bike Verbier to

get to the dam in the first place. our actual elevation is

now a staggering 2,797m above sea level. Considering

the leg sapping ride and hike-a-bike it’s taken us to do get 

here, we’re willing say a big thank you to modern

technology and just enjoy the moment. Talking of

technology, I’ve drawn the long straw. I’m riding £6599

worth of the latest and greatest mountain ready machine

that Spain has to offer; a full carbon framed Mondraker

Dune Carbon XR, replete with the brand new Fox Float X2

rear shock. With it’s totally on target long, low and slack

geometry it’s the ideal ally for taking on this task. It might 

seem like I’ve given Tom the slip by ordering up a

cost-no-object enduro race machine, but with his well

proven £3999 of Giant Reign 27.5 1, it’s not like he’s hard

done by. It might have an aluminium frame but thanks to

the wonder workers of Taiwan he’s not struggling under

too much of a weight penalty. Well, at least that’s what I

told myself as I marched upwards with the bike on my

back for an hour or so. Our machines are flash, over the 

top and beyond the reach of most riders, but our

objective is to see what a duo of high-end, high spend

machines can do when it comes to the crunch. Is the

promise of one bike that can do it all a pipe dream, or  

is it finally a reality? 

“Is the promise of one bike that

can do it all a pipe dream, or is  

it finally a reality?”



“Now that the previously glorious 

weather has turned to drizzle in  

time for the descent, all the  

sweat is about to pay off.”
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The passing of time
Our guides on this transnational point to point are James 

and Phil of Bike Verbier. Phil is a man whose selection of 

silly jokes seems almost limitless, but when it comes to 

hunting down the best trails these mountains have to 

offer, he’s deadly serious. Well, maybe not deadly serious, 

but certainly as serious as you’ll ever see him. I should 

admit that in the interests of due diligence, the last time I 

rode with him I was actually his employee. A surprising 

number of years have passed since then. In the 

intervening years my hairline has moved backwards, while 

technology has marched forwards with equal inevitability. 

Back then, the only bike that was up to the sort of task 

we’ve set ourselves was very different. Instead of the 

lightweight, tubeless wheelsets on our bikes, the only way 

to fend off the ravages of Alpine rock was to run downhill 

specific, dual ply, high volume tyres – and by that I mean 

2.5in rubber in the only wheelsize then available – 

complete with downhill tubes. Add in coil suspension at 

either end and you were looking at the thick end of a 19kg 

bike just to make sure every ride wasn’t punctuated with 

punctures. Unsurprisingly, such heft really needed a 

granny ring to crawl up inclines, which isn’t an issue our 

single ring, wide range cassette equipped machines have 

struggled with thus far. While shouldering our bikes up the 

final haul what feels like hours ago, Phil says can now 

guide a full season on a 12.5kg bike and not have to worry 

about it breaking on him. As my breath drew more ragged 

in the thin air and he steadily trudged upwards with 

typical mountain guide insouciance, my usually office 

bound body was extremely grateful for the advances. 

As we stand at the top and apply more layers now that 

the previously glorious weather has turned to drizzle in 

time for the descent, all the sweat is about to pay off. 

After the few, hesistant, stop start runs for photos that 

scar the experience of any magazine trip, our snapper Dan 

Milner is temporarily sated and gives us the green light to 

ride like we want to. It’s a melee of surfing carved turns in 

dark, finely ground rock before the sudden shock of tricky, 

technical slabs, As we drop down, the trails becomes 

rockier, with high speed, flat out sections than test nerves 

and brakes to the very limit. The Mondraker is sublime, 

carving turns and devouring gnarled, pinball lines with the 

utmost confidence. A look back at Tom reveals the same 

manic excitement. A section of steep, steppy slabs and 

ridiculously tight switchback opens into a flat out 

singletrack trail as bare rock transforms into grass and 

we pop out at the first sign of civilisation. The small 
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farmer’s hut signals lunchtime, but before long it’s time to 

go again. As we head downwards, the cloud clears and I 

realise we’ve been riding downwards for hours, but there’s 

still a precipitous drop to the valley floor in front. A 

sickening, chin on stem climb punctuates a long traverse 

but then the final furlong is in sight. Well, by in sight I 

mean that we’re actually a little lost. Where the trail 

should be there’s only a cow battered mess and the map 

is turning into papier mache in the drizzle, so after much 

agonising we decide to backtrack and descend on the 

fireroad until we can locate ourselves. A hundred metres or 

so is wasted, but we’re all tired and wet. Phil seems 

physically pained to beat a retreat. As a trail appears 

above us and bisects the fireroad, we realise that his 

obstinacy was deserved. The cows up the hill have robbed 

us of singletrack descending, obscuring the entrance to 

the path we were searching for. As we plunge into a hero 

drift dream of loam between pine trees, it’s easy enough 

to forgive them, as there are still many minutes of utterly 

sublime riding. As I try and keep up with Phil, the high 

speed jinks of trail are broken by utterly random tight turns 

and I’m glad I’m not the one leading the way. Despite 

appearances, it’s no trail centre and you need your wits 

about you. 

As the valley floor draws from distant to inevitably 

close, it’s time to admit the ride is done. Yes, our bikes 

were more than up to the challenge, but despite their 

quality, it’s the riding not the bikes that will be etched into 

our memories. As we find a small bar and inhale pizza, 

Lucy and Anja draw up in the van to meet us. They’ve 

spent the day playing in the Pila bike park up on the other 

side of the Aosta valley. They’re buzzing from a day of 

great riding while we’re a little more weary and worn. Even 

so, I can’t help feeling that despite there being no small 

amount of slog and suffering on our trip, it’s been much 

more of an adventure and all the more satisfying for it.

Thanks to Anja, James, Lucy and Phil at Bike Verbier 

www.bikeverbier.com

“A sickening, chin on stem climb punctuates a long traverse but then the final 

furlong is in sight. Well, by in sight I mean that we’re actually a little lost”



1 Single ring only setup comes

with a lightweight bashguard

2 High and low speed

compression adjustment is a

plus on the 170mm fork

3 Mavic provides stiff wheels 

and sturdy rubber

4 Inserts provide adjustable 

wheelbase

5 The Float X2 is the best air

shock we’ve ever ridden

1 2 3 4

5
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W
hen a bike costs this much, it needs

to be pretty special. In fact, it needs

to be extraordinarily, jaw droppingly

special. That’s where most spendy

superbikes seem to fall down, but

you’re going to have to trust us

when we say that the new Dune 

Carbon XR lives up to the promise of the price tag.

Shock of shocks
A big part of the cost is down to the suspension. Up front,

the 170mm travel 36 Float RC2 is, in performance terms,

the best single crown fork available. With high and low

speed adjustable compression damping and a smooth

and supportive stroke, it’s capable of chewing up and

spitting out terrain that’s downright scary like it’s a trail

centre blue. However, when compared to the rear end

performance, it feels like it’s the weak link. The new Float 

X2 shock is a triumph and syncs superbly with the

supportive and taut 160mm of Zero multi link suspension

out back. The EVOL sleeve and Kashima coating give huge

sensitivity and with high and low speed adjustment for

both compression and rebound damping, it’s possible to

extract superlative smashing ground control. It’s simply a

step beyond any other enduro shock and it sucked up epic 

descents without any hint of overheating. There’s no

climbing mode, but the back end gives a stable pedal 

platform and we never missed it.

Plastic fantastic
Mondraker’s Forward Geometry is present and correct on

the Dune. At 630mm, a medium sized Dune has a top

tube around 30mm longer than most of its rivals and the

bike comes fitted with a dinky 30mm long stem, though

10 and 20mm versions are available should you wish to

go shorter. It might feel a touch odd at first, but you’re in 

essentially the same riding position but with more

stability at speed thanks to the longer wheelbase. That

tiny stem means lightning fast responses to wrestle the

bike through the turns when the trail gets really rugged,

helped by a substantial 780mm of own brand, 35mm 

clamp diameter carbon fibre handlebar.

The frame is a minor work of art too, incorporating

lessons learned from the Summum Carbon downhiller to

give a stiff and lightweight chassis. New, beefier bearings

and collet fixtures hold everything in place firmly for a stiff

and direct rear end. The frame is single ring only, which 

Mondraker Dune Carbon XR
£6599 Jaw dropping performance from a wallet busting bike

means the chainstay length is a respectably tight

430mm, but it’s flippable chips at the axle can take that

out to 440mm. Press in headset cups come with the bike 

and allow you to alter the head angle by one degree

either side of the base 66°, complete with alignment

marks on the frame for accurate fitting. We went for the

slackest setting and only regretted that on the occasional

steep climb, when the front end needed weighting to 

prevent it hunting about.

As a complete package the XR doesn’t represent the

best value. The SRAM drivetrain is a mix of X1 and X01

rather than range topping XX1 but it works just as well

and is almost identical in weight. The Mavic Crossmax XL 

Pro LTD wheels are a proven setup with spades of

stiffness despite not being overly wide at 23mm

internally. The front Charge tyre has acres of grip but

you’ll need to be firmly awake when the enduro racing

focused semi slick Quest rear reaches its limits. That

35mm clamp bar feels harsh and the SDG saddle sat

atop the Reverb dropper is ideal for any male riders

looking to save money on a vasectomy. We’d rather see 

some bigger rotors on the Guide RSC brakes for big

mountain use and the carbon fibre bashguard fitted to

the chainguide mounts will fend off the odd blow, it’s

unlikely to come out on top in a fight with Alpine rock.

Those issues aside, set the bike down any gnarly and 

rough Alpine trail and it feels like you’re sat atop an 

avalanche. The build in pace is relentless and it

constantly urges you go faster. Even then it never feels

stressed and on less chaotic trails it’s got a character

that’s both ruthlessly efficient and charmingly playful at

the same time, with the length and slackness not dulling

the fun. The balanced suspension, roomy cockpit and

very respectable 12.75kg mass mean that it’s a pleasure

uphill too. A bike that costs this much should be mind

blowingly good. The real surprise is that the Dune Carbon 

XR actually exceeds that expectation.

www.silverfish-uk.com

If you have the money, it’s quite simply one of 
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1 The Monarch Plus dissipates

heat on long descents

2 Top spec Maxxis tyres offer

plenty of grip and control

3 11 Speed SRAM gearing is

proven in the mountains

4 Wide bar and short stem

helps aggressive handling

5 Dual Position Pike is

outclassed by simpler Solo Air

1 2 3 4

5
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G
iant’s bright orange paint job on the Reign is

a head turner, popping out of photos and

attracting inquisitive glances. Fortunately its 

no nonsense approach to climbing,

traversing and descending mountains

means it’s a more than capable of

accompanying you on big days out on the

hill. It’s composed, agile and efficient, but perhaps lacks 

the je ne sais quoi of a really ‘special’ bike.

Master of the hills
Giant’s Maestro suspension system is seen across the

range, from flyweight XC machines to the 160/160mm

Reign. It is decidedly neutral; well mannered under power,

avoiding excessive bob with the single ring set up and 

tames rough descents with ample traction and 

responsiveness.

One thing our testing wasn’t short of was climbing.

Fortunately the well mannered Reign, despite an alloy

frame and minimal weight saving, isn’t too punishing. On 

longer, smooth fire road climbs, flicking the RockShox

Monarch Plus Debonair shock’s threshold switch to firm

eliminates bob, giving an easy spin up the hills. With the 

threshold switch in its mid-position, the Maestro

suspension offers plenty of traction on more technical

climbs, allowing you to muscle it up and over rocky and

rooty steps with less risk of the rear tyre slipping out. Up

front, the slack 65° head angle avoids too much wallow

with a custom 46mm off-set (4mm more than usual)

RockShox Pike fork, that keeps the steering on point. The

60mm stem isn’t super short (smaller models get shorter

stems too), but the 800mm bars are just right for this type

of bike, and help control the front end further on steep, 

technical climbs.

What goes up
Where the Reign, er, reigns supreme, is on the downs

though. The 640mm effective top tube (size L) would have

been considered really long a couple of years ago but now

represents the new-school of geometry. Likewise, the 65

degree head angle speaks of a bike comfortable when the 

trail points down. Combined, they offer stability and

speed, with just the right hint of manoeuvrability, no doubt

helped by the longer offset on the fork. The bike sits low to

the ground too, giving corner hugging confidence, almost

regardless of what’s going on under-tyre. The frame and

wheel stiffness offer plenty of feedback too, just so you 

Giant Reign 1
£3999  Can 160mm of Taiwanese engineering tackle Alpine realities?

really know what is going on down there. At the back, the

Debonair is quick to react, with the enlarged negative

spring helping the shock break into its travel, increasing

traction and thus control. Prolonged descents didn’t

impact on the feel of the shock either, with the piggyback 

helping regulate temperature nicely.

SRAM’s Guide brakes have attracted plenty of praise

since they’ve been released, and while they’re good

performers, we’ve noticed that unless freshly bled, they

can be a little inconsistent in terms of power and lever

travel on prolonged descents. Likewise, we had issues

with the Pike fork. It’s a Dual Position model, meaning

travel can be adjusted between 130 and 160mm. While

we’ve suffered worse, it lacks the mid-stroke support of

the Solo Air model, and isn’t compatible with spring rate 

adjusting Bottomless Tokens. On steeper terrain we

wound on as much low speed compression as possible to

keep the front end propped up high, at the expense of

suppleness. We also never bothered to use the shorter

travel mode, other than to check it still worked. We’d

prefer to see the Solo Air version here. When combined

with the suffering Guide brakes, we also found the slightly

harsher ride from the Dual Position Pike left us with more 

arm pump than we were expecting.

Suspension and ride aside, the Reign is a tidy bike,

which works well as a package. SRAM’s 11 speed X1

groupset is a solid performer, with the 10-42 cassette

paired with a 32T ring offering enough range for all but 

the steepest pitches.

In all then, the Reign is a confident and capable

descender, but as alluded to earlier, just lacks that little

something that makes a bike special. While we were able

to pin it down the hill, it doesn’t feel like the Reign has

masses of pop – it’ll charge over anything, but doesn’t

seem to encourage you to grow your air miles. That said,

for big days in the mountains, it offers a great package,

ready to take on almost anything you can throw at it.

www.giant-bicycle.com

We’d prefer a simpler Solo Air Pike, but the 

Reign is ready to throw down any trail
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bike can really make or break the entire ride experience. 

The Dual Postion air spring of the usually brilliant 

RockShox Pike fitted to the Giant really impacted the 

overall riding experience, with excessive dive reducing 

control and comfort. On the other had, the Fox Float X2 

shock on the Mondraker helps a great basic chassis design 

reach transcendal levels of performance out on the trail. 

Both it and the Fox 36 Float up front need more setup 

work than the RockShox kit on the Giant, but investing the 

time and effort to get it perfect is well worth it.

Ride feel is a more difficult to quantify element, but that 

makes it no less important. While the Reign was hard to 

fault on function, there was little sense of occasion riding 

it. It got on with the job in hand in an efficient and low key 

way, but the Mondraker had an indefinable characteristic 

T
he main thing we learned from this test is 

that the oft-promised bike that can do it all 

has really arrived. The fact that they can take 

on a route that would be a big day out on a 

full on cross country bike and has descents 

that would challenge a downhill rig means 

that they really are the pinnacle of mountain 

bike evolution. There’s no denying that both of these bikes 

are expensive, but the main difference between more 

affordable models and the ones we rode is mostly down 

to weight. It’s safe to assume that the technologies on 

these bikes will trickle down their respective ranges over 

time as well.

Our ride has also highlighted that at these sort of prices,  

the quality and refinement of the suspension fitted to the 

CONCLUSION

verdict
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1
Suspension 

technology is 

getting ever better, 

allowing you to do 

more with less travel, 

but to be prepared to 

put in a lot of setup 

work to extract the 

best from it.

2
While many

people want 

to keep hold of 

their granny gear for 

really big mountains, 

we didn’t have any 

issues with our 

1x11spd drivetrains 

when it got steep.

3
Don’t under

estimate the 

amount of 

punishment your 

brakes will take on 

big mountains. Larger 

rotors mean more 

power and better 

heat control.

4
It might seem

like a tiny detail, 

but a saddle 

that doesn’t suit your 

anatomy can become 

an uncomfortable 

issue very quickly. If 

you don’t gel, get the 

shop to change it.

5 
When you’re 

tired and 

heading down 

tricky, damp terrain, 

a set of decent, 

confidence inspiring 

tyres with a sticky 

rubber compound  

are a must.

5 things we have learned from this test

that made every moment spent not riding feel like a 

waste. It’s a superbike with a price tag to match, though 

the high end suspension and lightweight carbon fibre 

frame go some way to justifying that. It’s a very hard sell 

over direct sales rivals, but it really is at the cutting edge of 

technology and that’s never a cheap prospect. If you’re 

lucky enough to be in a position to spend that sort of 

money, it’s a very tempting alternative to the usual 

boutique brands such as Yeti or Santa Cruz.

Our final thought is that both of these bikes manage to 

be well mannered even when the trail isn’t attempting to 

kill you, either through fear or exertion. While not as 

sprightly as all our XC racers, they’ll still make a trip to a 

trail centre a pleasurable experience. Whether you ride in 

the big mountains once a year, or year round, our bikes 

prove that you really can have one bike to rule them all.



O
ur route took in around 1,900m of climbing over the

25 mile distance. You’ll need strong legs or an uplift

to the starting point at the Mauvoisin Dam and the

�Ý�� �� ��� ÞÝß
 �ß� ��� ���� � �����Þ���K )���

and Lucy at Bike Verbier (www.bikeverbier.com) are

planning to offer this route as part of their guided

holidays next year, most likely the outgoing leg of a

two day, mountain hut based adventure. The weather can change

rapidly at altitude and there’s little shelter and no support, so prepare 

�� Þ� ������� ���� ����ß��� ���� ���ON ß������ ÝO ��Ý���K

Geneva is the nearest airport and is served by multiple carriers,

Catching a train from there to Le Chable at the valley bottom is easy 

for those that don’t want to book a transfer or hire a car.

To see the route in detail, use the Viewranger app and the

shortcode WMBBIG0001 or follow this link: http://bit.ly/1TeLM7j

THE ROUTE
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START

FINISH



POWER

START
I S  J U S T  T H E

Cateye introduces their Volt Series for 2015 . 100 to 6000
lumens of Cateye power, their most comprehensive range yet.
With Visibly Superior output, longer run times and a higher
performance than ever before. The Volt range represents great
design and great value at every level, whether you want to see 

or be seen in the dark.

INTRODUCING THE NEW 2015

V I S I B L Y  S U P E R I O R



W
ith an increasing number of brands 

fighting to satisfy your sports 

nutrition appetite and so many 

products, we’ve focused on 

examples of the key ‘energy 

essentials’ from ten big players.  

That means hydration and energy 

products in drink, gel and bar form as well as recovery 

drinks and bars. Some of them sent us more than one 

option or chucked extra products in the box though so 

we’ve talked about them too.

If you’ve got the time and knowledge you can create a 

conventional food and drink selection to keep 

you adequately fuelled for most ride/recovery 

situations. It’ll likely cost a lot less and taste 

better than a lot of the products here too. The 

harder or further you push yourself the more 

likely something more scientific and focused 

can do you favours though.

They’re certainly not cheap but well designed products are 

able to deliver their specific payload without the excess fat, 

calories or bulk trying to eat the same ingredients ‘naturally’ 

would likely include. Energy bars, gels and drinks are a lot 

more convenient and robust to ride with than jam sandwiches, 

fruit or a bag of trail mix. Protein shakes are a lot easier to 

gulp down than a tin of tuna immediately after a workout 

when it matters most too.  

Your Tester
Guy Kesteven is infamous for his relentless test-riding 

schedule, regularly spending more hours a day on a bike than 

he does in bed. That kind of calorie burn needs 

some serious fuel so he’s been using energy 

products for decades. Time spent watching, 

learning and testing as sports nutrition has 

developed from dextrose tablets and spud water 

carbohydrate powders to a vast array of gels, bars 

powders and pills gives him a unique insight.

FAST FOOD
55p-£40 The right fuel can make a massive difference to your riding. 
0�X��������O�������������Ý�������O�����Þ�����Ý������O��������K

+++++

Turn to p8

our ratings explained
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what to look for

PROTEIN

Protein is vital for rebuilding
your muscles after a hard 
workout, which makes it a 
key component of recovery 
drinks. Some research 
has shown that mixing 
low levels of protein with 
carbohydrate can speed up 
overall energy absorption.

CARBS

The main calorie payload 
of most energy products 
is carbohydrate. ‘Simple’ 
sugary carbs like glucose 
give an instant hit but can 
knock your energy balance 
way off so look for slightly 
slower acting ‘complex’ 
carbohydrates.

PACKAGING

The best bar or gel in the
world isn’t any use if it 
goes soggy in your pocket
or you can’t bite it open on 
the last lap of a race. That 
means practical - not just 
pretty - packaging is vital 
to the actual effectiveness 
of a product.

EXTRAS

The most common extra 
ingredients are electrolytes, 
which are salts and minerals 
added to replace those lost 
through sweating. Some drinks 
and gels also include stimulants 
such as caffeine, taurine or 
guarana. Recovery products 
can also contain branch chain 
amino acids or creatine for 
boosted rebuilding.           

TASTE AND TEXTURE

Always remember that your
tastes and tolerances can 
change radically once you’re
riding hard. Tasty in the 
kitchen might be unbearably
sweet and sticky on a hot 
climb, while more scientific 
mixes can go down great 
at full gas.



NUTRITION

55p-£40
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Maxi Nutrition have grown a massive range of sports

products from their ‘go big or go home’ strength training 

roots. They’re still more focused on tech than taste 

though.

Viper Active Gel £1.50 / 70g   

This is an isotonic mix that digests okay without extra

water and despite a definitely synthetic initial taste it

registers very low on the aftertaste and nausea radar

even when we were flogging ourselves. The ‘Quadcarb’

mix of starches and sugars starts working fast without

jolting too badly and there’s a Boost gel with 100mg of

caffeine that’ll wake you up like you’ve been Tazered.

Fuel Max £20 / 750g   

Maxi Nutrition’s long history in gyms is apparent in their

‘all in one’ energy drink. As well as their usual ‘MaxCarb’

dual source mixed release maltodextrin and dextrose

energy payload it’s also laced with leucine, isoleucine

and valine amino acids to promote muscle regeneration. 

Wide ranging line-up with products for all. 

Pricing and taste could be improved.

Add a range of electrolytes including phosphorous,

potassium and magnesium and depending on the

concentration you mix it’s a potentially very versatile

potion. The recipe does make it slow to mix though and 

it didn’t rate highly on our tester’s taste ratings.

Maxi Nutrition do a huge range of protein powders

enriched with specifically targeted ingredients for

everything from ‘recovery + rebuild’ to ‘mass + size’. The

Promax bar 60g (£26 for 12) is a very, very chewy but 

protein packed soft chocolate bar, and Promax milk

(330ml £3) offers ready to drink convenience as long as 

you shake it thoroughly to remove big lumps. Pricing 

tends to be high right across the range too.

www.maxinutrition.com

From the gym to the trail, have lessons been learnt?

MAXI NUTRITION



Etixx are well known on the road thanks to team

sponsorship and their products are particularly good if

you’re locked into a fierce training/racing programme 

where energy is more important than enjoyment. 

Energy Load £35 / 1kg   

Having said that this drink is still a very quaffable brew

despite what looks like a brutally high 70g per 500ml

recommended concentration. The B vitamin enriched

recipe gets slightly scientific tasting over longer rides but 

it never gets in the way of drinking and minimal salt

meant even our most queasy testers didn’t get gippy. 

Sweatier riders should try the more conventional

concentration levels and added electrolyte of their

Isotonic powder (35g £2). Even allowing for the intense 

level of ingredients pricing is very high.

Energy Gel £2.49 / 50g   

For those after maximum performance in a hurry then

the easy opening Ettix’s triple action gel has a carb - 

Technically very good, but taste and prices 

are harder to stomach.

dextrose, sucrose, maltose, ‘higher sugars’ blend that’s

claimed to release energy more steadily. Smell and

initial taste are pretty aggressive though with a definite

‘liqueur chocolate’ aftertaste. It’s loaded with caffeine,

guarana and taurine stimulants too so even if the sugar

release is steady you’ll be feeling wired straight away.

That’s great in the final furlong but there is an easier

going triple action gel if you don’t fancy raving while 

you’re racing. Both are very expensive though.

Ettix have a definite magnesium theme to their range

that taints the taste of their Energy bar (40g £2). The

caramel and toffee style Recovery bar (40g £2) and 

Recovery Shake (50g £3) are more palatable. 

www.etixxsports.com
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Le Tour inspired products for race-heads

ETIXX
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Aptonia is the own brand nutrition range from

French sports hypermarché Decathlon and they offer

a vast range of high value products with some really  

nice detailing.

Iso Drink £7 / 650g   

For example the drink comes in a really neat bottle

complete with built in spout and a measuring cap in the

lid that works way more easily and cleanly than a tub

and scoop. Plenty of flavours including tomato and cola

are available and it mixes OK. It’s very cheap and even

cheaper if you get the 2kg (£17) bag. It’s got a very high

simple sugar concentration and strong flavouring so sip

rather than swig if you want to avoid sudden energy 

swings and a sicky feeling when working hard.

After Sport Protein bar £3.50 / 5x40g   

This is part of a newly expanded and very affordable

protein/recovery range that also includes Casein (30g 

Pricing is great and the range is massive. Not 

as technical as some though.

£1.70), 100% Whey (30g £2.30), Recovery drink

(5x64g £6) and even BCCA and glutamine tablets

(90 for £10). Unsurprisingly the mix of proper rich

chocolate coating as well as chocolate, rice chips and

real caramel make it an enjoyable Lion bar style snack.

They push sugar and fat content pretty high though, but 

with 28% protein it’s still a good recovery option.

There are literally pages of product on the Aptonia site 

including Energy gels (6x25g £4), Maltodextrin

carbo loading sachets (6x32g £5.50), and Ultra fruit 

jellies (5x25g £2.30). The team favourite was the

microwaveable Ultra energy cake mix (133g £2.30)

which microwaves into a proper cake in just 2 minutes.

www.decathlon.co.uk

Value orientated range from French mega-brand Decathlon

APTONIA

NUTRITION

55p-£40
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CNP get plenty of exposure thanks to their sponsorship

of Team Sky, and with that comes a real focus on quality  

and performance.

Recover £30 / 1.3kg   

With a direct link to their own dairies CNP put a

particular focus on their recovery products. Recover is

specifically designed to slow release over time making it

particularly good for early morning or evening workouts

and it’s boosted with vitamins and electrolytes plus

carrier carbs for easier absorption and reduced post

exercise hunger knock. High concentration takes some

mixing and swallowing though. Peptide (516g £24) is

an even more potent, leaner version or there’s a ready 

mixed High Protein Smoothie (£20 for 8).

Race Drink £1 / 22g   

CNP’s Race Drink is the lowest concentration drink we

tested, with a dilute taste that’s great when you’re

working flat out or well past the point you’ll be sick of 

Not the punchiest of packages, but well priced 

and easily consumable.

most mixes. Obviously that means less energy getting

into your system per bottle, but the electrolyte elements

and a trace of protein fast track that fuel straight into

your system. Subtle flavours also mean you can increase

concentration or use it to wash down a bar or gel if you 

need to.

CNP’s tasty Hydro tabs (10 for £5) are decent value

and the fruity Energy bar (56g £1.40) chews down fast

and acts quickly at a good Kcal for £ price. The recovery

Flapjack (75g £1.50) is definitely synthetic in taste

and fat is high, but it’s very low in sugar and high (24%)

in protein making it a great snack option. Hydro Gels 

(£2) aren’t cheap though. 

www.paligap.cc

Home grown energy and recovery fodder

CNP
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Science in Sport have gone from a saucepan in a

Lancashire kitchen to a mega brand with Chris Hoy doing

TV ads since we’ve been using their products but their 

massive range still has the essentials sorted. 

Go Energy bar £1.30 / 65g   

This bar is their classic energy sustainer and it’s certainly 

one of the tastiest out there. The Rice Krispie style

texture (rather than just ground up rice flour) mixed with

the fruit pulp base make it a satisfying and filling chew

and a fair chunk of protein makes it a decent steady

burn. It works OK with a brew rather than just an “Only if 

it’s an emergency and I have to” choice although

warming in a pocket in cold weather is essential if you’ve 

got a weak jaw.

Go Isotonic gel £7.80 / 6x60ml   

The only gel here with it’s own TV advert, SIS Go is

isotonic so works without extra water and it’s vegan

compliant too. It’s a bit awkward to open and calorie 

Gels and bars are highlights, but their drink 

.X'X�/$*)�#�.�1X-4�./-*)"�}�1*0-.H

payload is low for it’s size too but the mostly

maltodextrin mix means a very smooth and progressive

energy delivery. ‘Liquid jelly’ taste is gentle enough for

long events too and it’s really well priced. Numerous

flavours are available, including mixed flavour bundles.

Go Rego rapid recovery (500g £11) is part of

massive SIS post ride arsenal and has an impressively

effective recipe. Go Electrolyte (500g £11) hydration

drink has a useful electrolyte/maltodextrin mix in loads 

of flavour options. Both taste very strong and need

thorough mixing at recommended concentrations

though. Go Hydro tabs (£6) also mix slow with a  

fizzy aftertaste.

www.scienceinsport.com

From kitchen to kit bag, SiS have had a meteoric rise

SIS

NUTRITION

55p-£40
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One of the first ever energy bar producers, PowerBar

now have a vast range with loads of different options to 

keep your mouth interested.

Protein Plus bar £2 / 55g   

While more and more protein bars are achieving ‘edible’

status this is the only one all our testers actively enjoyed

eating. Quality chocolate coating certainly helps but the

nougat like centre and the various biscuity flavours are

great and it’s low in fat too so it’s an ideal snack during 

heavy training.

The big size makes it look pricey, but it’s actually really 

well priced for the amount of easily digestible triple 

source protein in it.

Energize C2 Max bar £1.50 / 55g   

This is a direct descendant of the original PowerBar. Easy

opening packaging reveals an ‘extruded’ gloss finish that 

isn’t the most appetising to look at. While it’s much 

Despite some unappetising appearances at

times, PowerBar’s range has all you need.

better than the original jaw breakers it’s still a slow

chew, especially if you don’t warm it up beforehand in

cold weather. Flavours are plentiful and appetising

without getting too heavy on a long day though and

the 13% protein mix makes it a versatile, steady release 

eat too.

PowerBar’s range includes everything from Werther’s

original style Energize chews (£2) to the Energize

wafer biscuit (40g £1.50). The electrolyte tabs (£4)

and IsoActive drink (600g £12) mix well and drink

easily. The Hydromax gel (67g £1.60 ) is good too, but 

the original PowerGel (41g £1.30) is as sticky and 

gippy as they come.

www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

One of the originals, can PowerBar keep pace with the newbies?

POWERBAR
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One of the longer established ranges High Five are

deservedly popular for their solid products and good 

prices.

Energy bar £1.20 / 60g   

This is a prime example of an energy bar with a good

Kcal value from the mostly dried fruit, starch and oat

recipes. What little fat there is comes from natural oils

and it’s low in sodium. The relatively strong but not

overpowering flavours are all natural with no nuts,

artificial colours or sweeteners. It’s easy to open, moist

enough to chew easily and its temperature stable too.

Sugar to complex carb ratio is relatively high for a quick

pick up, but the protein enriched 4:1 bar (50g £1.30) is 

potentially better for steadier state energy delivery.

Zero Tabs B:K7< C 5= �ÝÞ�   

High Five where one of the first companies to produce 

easily dissolvable tabs to replace electrolytes. The

additives also mean the water absorbs faster through 

Affordable and effective, High5’s range has

everyone covered, from amateur to pro.

your intestine, rehydrating you faster. If you’re not

counting calories you can use it in conjunction with bars, 

gels or Energy Source 2:1 (2.2kg £30) without

overwhelming your digestion too. The protein boosted

4:1 (1.6kg £35) is a versatile during and after drink too 

if you’re beasting it.

There’s a much bigger range than displayed here but

the ‘unset jelly’ style Energy gel (40g £1) and 30%

protein carb and whey Protein Recovery drink (60g

£1.75) are good examples of effective products at an

affordable price. Top athletes who might be tested can 

also pay a bit extra for products from fully WADA 

screened batches.

www.hotlines-uk.com
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HIGH 5

NUTRITION

55p-£40
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Torq started as fitness consultants and coaches and

their energy products were developed to plug gaps they

saw. Well researched, cutting edge performance from

ethically/locally sourced ingredients is a big plus too.

Energy Drink £1.55 / 33g   

This is an all-natural, vegan friendly maltodextrin starch,

fruit sugar and electrolyte mix that’s actually enjoyable

to drink right to the end of the most brutal, gut crushing

epic. The wide range of fruit and vanilla flavours taste

great and they all sneak in a decent electrolyte boost

without any hint of gagging at higher exertion levels.

Sweetness and flavour can get overwhelmingly rich at 

higher % concentrations but there are taste and

electrolyte free ‘natural’ and even organic certified mixes 

for stealth boosting other foods and drinks too. Bulk

multi buy options reduce the chance of getting sick of a

single flavour and make it well priced for a carb and 

electrolyte combo drink. �$�& /#X -$"#/ +-* 0�/. �) ��*-,£.�.�$X)/$|��4X/�

tasty range is great.

Gel £1.55 / 45g   

These come in natural ‘dessert’ flavours that are genuinely

more-ish. They’re strong so it’s worth finding the one you 

really like before bulk buying. The 2:1 Maltodextrin/

Fructose energy delivery is fast enough to catch a sudden

fade but won’t unbalance you on steady runs. Kcal per £

count is reasonable and the small pack is matched to 

Torq’s energy bars for easy intake pacing.

Torq’s Bar (45g £1.55) is moist and chewy but very

expensive. Their Recovery Drink (1.5kg £40) mixes

well but again getting the right flavour is crucial and we

weren’t totally convinced by the taste of the new ‘luxury’ 

Snaq Bars (55g £2) either. www.zyro.co.uk
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VALUE

Wiggle’s own brand range is rapidly growing in scale

but hasn’t lost its focus on no nonsense nutrition at 

phenomenal value prices.

Energy Gel 55p / 38g   

Despite being less than a third of the price of some

competitors here Wiggle’s offering does an essentially 

indistinguishable job when you’re on the bike. It’s

noticeably sweet and synthetic in taste especially if it’s

hot or you’re working hard and it needs swilling down

with extra water though. It doesn’t have the Fair Trade/

organic/ethical/no artificial flavouring kudos of some,

but it opens easily and puts you back on pace fast when 

you’re flagging.

Energy Bar 90p / 60g   

This follows the classic fruit concentrate and rice flour

mix with the addition of oats to give it a bit more fibre

and slower burn sustenance than fruity sugars alone. It’s

a bit tart and sticky in taste and texture but that’s the 

Price conscious riders should look no further - 

Wiggle’s range is top value.

same with most bars of this type and several will slip

down during a ride as long as you take adequate water.

Flavouring is natural and there’s even a hint of protein

- though probably not enough to make a difference to 

digestive profile.

The theme of excellent value hits a definite peak with

the tube of Hydration Tabs (£2.50) which are slightly

slower mixing than some but do the same minimal

calorie, sweat replacement, fluid absorption speed up

job. The Energy (2.2kg £16.50) and Recovery (1.6kg

£25) drinks are similarly simple but effective at a very

low price. Be wary if you’re nut or egg intolerant though 

as most of the Wiggle range carries warnings.

www.wiggle.co.uk

Price orientated range from one of the UK’s biggest bike stores

WIGGLE

NUTRITION

55p-£40
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WINNER

One of the most recent start ups, OTE has massive

experienced gained at other brands and their focus on

the practical essentials is paying obvious dividends.

Energy drink £1.35 / 43g   

This gets off to a good start with double rip line sachets

that work with narrow or wide necked bottles. Mixing

takes a bit longer than most but the result is ‘really weak

quality cordial’. The neutral pH is designed to sit easily in 

the stomach if you have to drink it all day despite a

seriously high sodium and electrolyte concentration. The

mostly maltodextrin energy load gives solid sustain with 

just enough sucrose for pick up purposes.

Soya recovery drink £2.25 / 52g 

OTE’s vegan, gluten and dairy intolerant compliant soya

recipe drink delivers a 36% carb, 48% protein, vitamin,

electrolyte and BCAA mix starts rebuilding immediately

without adding potentially unnecessary calories. It mixes

relatively easily from the fat or thin bottle friendly sachet 

Top performance, sensible pricing, good taste 

and smart packaging from OTE. 

so you don’t need a specific shaker for post ride use. The

natural taste means you can start gulping it down before 

you even get your breath back. There’s an extended

release whey and casein mix too and pricing good

considering the high protein and supplement content.

OTE’s Isotonic Gel (56g £1.45) also scored very

highly with our test team, with an easy swallow rather

than emergency only texture and flavour. The Sports 

hydro tabs (£7) dissolve easily and “tastes like

homemade lemonade”. The rice based Duo bar (2x20g

£1.85) is currently being redeveloped too, which will

hopefully sort an occasionally stale flavour, that’s the 

only blot on an otherwise excellent range.

www.otesports.co.uk

They might be newcomers but OTE has taken the lead

0TE
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I
ntense are a company steeped in gravity 

racing heritage. In the big money days of the 

nineties, their bikes often raced adorned with 

other companies logos attached, such was 

their quality. The Spider has never really been 

up for DH racing in the model’s long history 

but it nevertheless has developed a cult 

following as an uncompromisingly rapid XC 

full-susser. 

The 29in wheeled carbon fibre framed ‘C’ 

derivative is perhaps the most stunning 

incarnation yet and with two travel modes 

(115mm or 130mm) it offers race day resolve or 

hard-hitting trail clout in equal measures. Unlike 

alloy Intense frames, their carbon fibre bikes 

aren’t made in their Southern Californian HQ but 

it doesn’t mean that they lack any depth of 

quality. Guided internal cable routing, threaded 

Zerk ports for lubing the bearings and ISCG 05 

chain device mounts are all present and correct. 

There’s neat routing for a RockShox Reverb 

Stealth dropper post too and a direct mount for a 

front mech should the notion take you.  The G1 

dropouts also mean that you can run pretty 

much any rear axle standard; handy if you’re 

considering the Spider C as an occasional racer. 

The Spider continues to hold the status as a 

cult classic. If you’re after a lightweight wagon 

wheeler at home in all but the biggest of country 

then it’s still hard to top. Prices start at £4,999 

for the Expert build kit bike and £5,499 for the 

Pro kit featured here.

EYE CANDY

Intense  
Spider 29 C
Scared of spiders?  

You shouldn’t be, this one is one of 

/#X�|)X./�X3�(+'X.�*!�$/£.��-XX H

OPTIONS OPEN

Intense’s G1 drop-outs make a 
lot of sense when mated to such 
a versatile rig as they allow you 
to flick between rear axle 
standards by simply slotting 
in a new drop-out.

1. TWO SPIDERS FOR THE 

PRICE OF ONE

The Spider C is two bikes rolled 
into one. The first is a 115mm 
travel XC slingshot and the 
second is a 130mm aggressive 
trail thumper. 
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LONGEVITY IN MIND

Intense are one of those 
brands; they’re engineering 
through and through. The 
Zerk grease ports on the VPP 
lower linkage means that 
lubing bearings is a doddle.

WEB SPINNING

Anybody who has ever attempted
internal cable routing at home 
will know what a pain it can be to 
install but Intense have skillfully 
negated the drudgery with a 
guided system. 
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W
ith summer 

progressing, it’s 

been great 

getting the 

Spectral out on 

some dry, dusty 

trails. Hitting up 

some fast, flowy lines at Wareham was 

heaps of fun on a bike that I’d neglected 

for a few weeks. The Spectral’s raw 

speed keeps me on my toes, happily 

smashing dusty corners and popping 

effortlessly over roots and rocks. 

While there was nothing intrinsically 

wrong with the Renthal bar and stem 

combo, I’ve dipped my toes into the 

world of 35mm diameter bars, courtesy 

of Easton. I’ve also popped the original 

carbon SRAM crank out and plugged 

Hope’s new cranks in there. Is it me 

though, or is press-fit a bit of a butcher’s 

dog approach? Hitting the back-end of a 

bearing with (in my case) a tyre lever to 

try and remove it seems rather Heath 

Robinson. Give me a threaded BB!

Easton Haven 35mm bar £130

(1) With a 9 degree back and 5 degree

up sweep, the Haven bars are relatively

curved. At 740mm wide, they’re not the

widest out there though and bars can

only be cut, but not lengthened. The

35mm diameter makes them super

stiff. This is good for accuracy, but not so

for your hands, which take a fair

battering. I reckon 31.8mm is the

perfect balance of stiffness and comfort.

That said, if 740mm is wide enough

for you and you like pin-point accuracy,

the Havens are a decent option.

www.silverfish-uk.com

Club Ride Crush Shorts £80

(2) A relatively lightweight and 

breathable short, ideal for those rides 

which finish at the pub and you don’t 

want to look like you’re off to a disco 

later. The 4-way stretch material is 

comfortable, and resists bunching while 

pedaling, while the DWR coating shrugs 

off puddle splashes and occasional 

showers. The cut is good, rising a little 

at the back, and finishing just above the 

knees. I’d probably not wear them with 

super bulky knee pads though. Side 

pockets add versatility and ventilation, 

but bigger pockets would be more 

wallet/phone friendly.

www.hotlines-uk.com

Specialized Mountain Bib Liner 
Shorts £70

(3) We reviewed the original SWAT 

bibs last year. The concept of hiding 

storage on the bibs was great, but the 

chamois wasn’t. This year, the short 

has been refined, with a better 

chamois improving them no end. 

Pockets across the back have 

enough storage for the usual odds and 

ends, and while XC jerseys have had 

this for a while, wearing a jersey over 

the top of your kit adds a sense of 

security. Small thigh-mounted pockets 

are good for gel wrappers and small, 

soft items, but we favour the rear ones 

for harder bits and pieces. A zipped 

pocket means keys  

stay secure. Wide-ish braces keep the 

bib comfortable, but those with a 

longer torso might want to think about 

sizing up a touch. The pockets on the 

back seem sweatier than pockets on a 

jersey, but there’s a lined pocket there 

to protect electronics.

www.specialized.com

Tom’s Canyon Spectral AL 8.0 EX £2799
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T
he Cube is still going

strong and, with just a few

minor tweaks and the odd

adjustment to the rear

mech, it’s proving a solid

platform for singletrack

and XC work. Whether

that’s enough from a long-travel bike

that costs this much – and is so well 

put-together – is another matter.

Last time out I’d just fitted a

two-steps-bigger volume spacer in the

rear shock, to give the linear, soggy rear

more support. I’m still loving the result

– it’s far tauter when climbing, and

berms no longer lead to a splat, an

elevator ride down at the rear and

wandering steering – but there is a

slight trade off. It’s harder to pump

speed from downslopes; the bike needs

to reach way down in its travel to really 

boost forwards, and it’s not getting 

there nearly so easily now.

I’m still running the CTD in Trail 

permanently, as it needs the 

compression damping even with the

volume reduction, but I’ve found that I 

can run the Factory Fox 34 fork in

Descend pretty often. That’s been a

relief on rough and rocky trails, as it

helps carry speed. Its Kashima-coated

travel is very smooth and far more

progressive than in previous years, and 

the accuracy of its chassis is never

tested by the light but not especially 

stiff wheels. It’s plush and

communicative, but I’m yet to find a

setup that makes it the equal of a

RockShox Pike for taut, calm control in 

the first part of its travel.

When a series of downpours turned

my local, summer-hardened clay trails

to an ice-rooted cavalcade of grease, the

WTB Vigilante teased out trustworthy

grip even as the spikier rear Hutchinson 

Toro struggled. The Vigilante is a

predictable, tenacious and tough tyre

that works just as well when it’s bone

dry, though be aware that fitting one to

a tubeless-ready wheel involves metal

tyre levers and very high pressures to

seat the bead. Vigilantes are tighter

than the popper on the Greek Prime 

Minister’s wallet.

Deuter Speed Lite 15 pack £45 

(1) I’ve also been benefiting from the 

Deuter Speed Lite 15, a tidy, no-

nonsense 15L backpack. The zipped

pocket in the top is perfect for accessing

phones/food, the single internal divider

and two outer mesh pockets are plenty,

and four bungee/carabiner attachment 

points make strapping on jackets/

helmets/pads a breeze. There’s no

bladder but there’s routing for one, and 

weight is a decent 380g despite

impressively tough Hexlite and Ripstop

fabric – and a construction that feels it 

would last a decade.

www. i-ride.co.uk

Steves Cube Stereo 140 Super HPC Race 29 

£3400

1



W
hile the powerful 

but grabby

Magura MT5

brakes have

been fairly

impressive over 

the last 6

months, I wanted to see if a set with

better modulation and control could 

improve my riding.

One name sprang to mind: Hope.

You may have noticed that the hose is

zip-tied to the outside of the frame

rather than routed internally as Focus

intended. There are two good reasons

for this. One, it allows me to test the

brakes with the factory bleed; and two,

internal cable routing is (in my humble

opinion) utterly terrible in every way. 

Changing a brake - a common

occurrence in my life - involves

dismantling a perfectly good brake,

spending a few hours feeding a leaking 

hose through the frame, before

reassembling the brake and attempting

to re-bleed it – usually resulting in a

worse bleed than the brake came with.

What was wrong with fitting the cables 

to the outside? Rant over. 

Joystick Analog carbon bar £129.99 

(1) Measuring 800mm wide yet

weighing just 236g, these carbon bars

are designed for the discerning downhill

or enduro rider. Handy markings made  

it easy to set up the controls 

symmetrically.

Despite the svelte weight, they felt

plenty stiff when hammering into catch

berms or sprinting comically hard out

the saddle; yet our 31.8mm set seemed

to dampen trail buzz and feedback quite

nicely too. A good compromise in our

book. With a 9° backsweep and 6°

upsweep, they’re on the curvier side. I

found this comfortable, but the relaxed 

angles discourage an elbows-out

aggressive riding position slightly, so

those who struggle to weight the front

wheel may prefer something straighter.

www.hookitproducts.co.uk

Gamut Trail SXC guide £40 

(2) Weighing just 55g for the ISCG05

version, this guide promises chain

security for only a small penalty. Fitting 

was straightforward and the slider

allowed just enough horizontal room to

accommodate the full gear-range and

the SAM’s 160mm travel, but careful

adjustment was needed to prevent it

fouling at bottom-out – this would be

less of an issue on shorter travel bikes. 

The polyurethane slider with its

rubberised sleeves deadens chain-slap

noise, and over the last 6 months it

hasn’t dropped a chain once and

remains quiet and trouble-free. Perfect

for short-mid travel bikes if you don’t 

need a bash-guard.

www.madison.co.uk 

Seb’s Focus Sam 3.0 £2999

12
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and I’m still picking up the Strava

crowns to prove it. The loads short travel

and silly speeds place on wheels and

tyres means I’ve been though a bunch

of options in a relatively short time but

that’s great from a testing point of view,

but interestingly I haven’t even bothered

changing the brakes I hated at first - I 

just use them a lot less now.

Bos Dizzy 650b fork £750 

(1) We’ve already run a full review of 

the 29er Dizzy in the mag but if

anything the 27.5in version is even

better because it flexes less. It still

flexes a fair bit, but you’d expect that at 

1550g and the level of traction and

control it creates from a 120mm stroke 

is simply jaw dropping.

www.jungleproducts.co.uk

WTB Riddler 2.4in tyre £40/46 

(2) WTB’s new Riddler comes in ‘Fast

Rolling’ or ‘High Grip’ compounds and

once you’ve grunted it up to speed, the

multiple small centre knobs roll really

well or OK and flip those characteristics

for grip depending on compound. The ring 

of outer knobs are smaller and further

over the edge than Schwalbe’s Rock Razor

benchmark so cornering/off camber grip

isn’t as good. The 900g ‘Light’ (£40) is

also distractingly bouncy in the vast 2.4

size while the 1060g ‘Heavy Duty’ (£46)

carcass is wooden and unyielding in feel.

www.hotlines-uk.com

Commencal Meta Trail Essential £1844 (€2599)

1 2

C
ommencal’s sawn off

shotgun Meta is still my

weapon of choice when I

want to pull off a hardcore

fun heist. Only 120mm of

travel means no weird mid

stroke shock inconsistencies

to worry about or work around and the

Commencal linkage set up is so sorted

traction is excellent despite the fact it’ll

sprint like a demon with the damping 

fully open.

Sticking a Dizzy up front has added

outstanding an outstanding amount of

suspension control without the dive and

dither of a longer fork too. Yes I get more 

of a beating over big stuff if I get it

wrong, but that makes the ride even

more exciting and the way if carves

corners and carries speed when I get it

right is totally addictive. In fact the 

reason why the Commencal is

permanently dirty while my long travel 

bikes and XC weapons get dusty is

because you can’t help going utterly

balls out on every segment of every ride 



I
n my last long term report, I said I’d

let you know whether my newly

built Chameleon would fall apart the

first time I rode it. Even though I was  

sure that as soon as I turned a

crank it would collapse back in to

a pile of parts, I’m glad to say it

didn’t and nothing has fallen off or  

failed yet. Result.

With the weather being sort-of-

nearly-decent-some-of-the-time-maybe,

I’ve been out on the Chameleon lots

recently, getting a feel for how it rides.

The one thing that keeps occurring to

me is that of late I’ve spent so much

time on full suspension bikes, I’ve

become complacent about the rear just

being compliant and working to absorb

hits. I get reminded of this every time

I’m out on the Chameleon because at

some point I inevitably end up forgetting

I’m missing a shock in the rear, pick a

rough line and get a pounding from  

the saddle.

That solid rear end is proving fun

though because the Chameleon forces

me to think more and be more proactive

about my positioning on the bike. The

frame is responsive and a lot of fun 

thanks to its simplicity. It’s also nice to 

feel each pedal stroke being fully

transmitted into forward motion. The

rear end also has some give in it, and

will flex to absorb some high frequency

vibrations, but has definitely required me 

to adjust my riding style.

At the front, the X-Fusion Sweep forks

have been easy to get dialled in to my

liking. I find them plush and supportive

and more than a match for my meagre

skills. The front of the bike is a blast

actually. The Renthal Fatbar lets me

lever the front end around to my liking

and the Deore brakes have more than 

enough power and feel.

I’m pleased to say that at the

moment, the Chameleon is pretty much

perfect and I’m really enjoying it. I can’t

wait to get it on some properly rough

terrain and to see how well it (and more 

importantly, my arse) deals with it.

My first change will be to stick on the

50mm Renthal Apex stem in the hope it

makes me look more bling and gnarly,

and therefore faster. That’s how it works, 

right?

www.santacruzbicycles.co.uk

Simon’s Santa Cruz Chameleon £599 (f/o)



The British Heart Foundation is well known for its bike rides, but one that has grown in popularity recently is its unique London

to Paris off-road. In fact it’s the only charity off road to Paris! Participants cycle to Paris, avoiding roads at all costs; instead they

hit the trails, tracks and paths of South East England and France. One of this year’s riders shares his experience and mountain

bike guru, Max Darkins, gives his expert view on why riders should sign up.

A RIDER’S VIEW
Patrick Crampton-Thomas, 40, (below

centre) is from Ashtead, Surrey.

“It’s funny how a random conversation in a

pub can change your whole life, but that’s

what happened last September when my

good friend, Harold, suggested we ride the

BHF London to Paris off road.

By Christmas, Harold had recruited the rest

of the team. I was joined by four South

Africans: Harold and Andrew, Craig and Jo.

Andrew’s wife, Jenny, came along as our

physio and Bill drove as our support driver.

The training is a core part of the experience.

We began gradually with two 12-16km

rides a week which we slowly increased.

As our fitness improved, the distances

grew to 20-30km. Our training culminated

in a ride from London to Brighton via the

North Downs

Hills, a distance of

99km, at a climb

of 1400m. By this

time, the climbs

were much easier.

Finally, after

six-months’

preparation we left

for our three-day

adventure.

There were around 100 riders taking part.

The first day we covered 99km, which was

mainly flat, until we reached the South

Downs Hills. It was great to cycle as part of a

larger group, chatting at the stop points and

eating chips with a beer as we crossed over

to France on the Eurotunnel.

Day two kicked off from Dieppe at around

10.30am. It was a shorter 84km day,

following a river valley, some amazing

French farm tracks and woodland, but

there was nothing technically difficult.

We finished around 4.00pm in a beautiful

French village where the mayor welcomed

us with a glass of cider!

The big one was

day three, 133km

with a 1350m

gain! We left at

about 10.00am, as

we had our bikes

fixed by the mobile

mechanic. We

knew we were on

the home stretch

when we spotted

the Eiffel Tower on the horizon. We finally

rode past the Palace de Versailles, where our

support team was waiting to greet us with

an ice-cold beer!

My advice to anyone considering this

challenge is: do it! You will need to train but

if you build up gradually, like I did, you will

quickly see the results.”

THE EXPERT’S VIEW
Max Darkins (left)

is the owner of

the Rough Ride

Guide, he explains:

“In terms of your

fitness, if you can

aim to cover a

distance of 60–80

km for two or three

days consecutively

in the weeks leading up to the event then

you’ll be fine.

The ride is not technically challenging; it’s

more flowing and fast, although there are a

couple of tricky single-track trails along the

way that you can try out, if you wish.

Riders with a wide variety of abilities

regularly complete this ride. You just need

to be determined enough to keep going and

disciplined to ride at your own pace. The

beautiful countryside, the camaraderie and

of course riding all the way from London to

Paris safe in the knowledge that you have

an experienced support team managing the

logistics make this a unique opportunity,

I would definitely recommend to riders

looking for a new challenge.”

KEY FACTS
LONDON TO PARIS

OFF ROAD

Date: 4–6 June 2016

Distance: 300 km

Terrain: Almost entirely off-road,

some technical riding (though this

is limited), tracks, forest tracks,

tarmac and gravel paths.

This has been given a grade three

in terms of difficulty, with one

being easy riding.

Entry fee: £99 team rider

£199 individual rider

£35 team driver or support crew

Entry fee includes coach and bike transfer

for individual riders and Eurotunnel

crossing and end of ride celebratory meal

for everyone.

Minimum sponsorship: £500

Sign up www.bhf.org.uk/l2poffroad

LONDON TO PARIS – WHERE WE’RE GOING, WE DON’T NEED ROADS…

“I gained so much from this
amazing experience, not only

������ ½� Ý�� Ü��� ������
some incredible people.

We raised more than £2,500
for the BHF, which made it all 

the more worthwhile”

“You don’t need to have
ridden 100km three days in
a row to be able to survive

this event. However, as with
any challenge of this kind, 

preparation is key”

PROMOTIONAL FEATURE
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R
ight, let’s sort this out. There is a

bamboozling and ever proliferating range of

bike cleaners on the market these days and

it’s about time someone applied a little

science (or at least, pseudo-science) to

determine which is best. We’ve boldly set out 

to discover just that.

We’ve tested them on identical sections of

grimy, mucky chain, uniform segments of a

muddy wheel, and a range of grubby test

bikes. Each time, we made sure the cleaner

was applied to comparable areas of filth, left

for the same time period and washed off in 

the same manner. Would the market-leading Muc-Off

lead the way? Would the goody-goody Green Oil hold its

own against the petrochemical bad-boys? Or can one of 

the others clean up? 

Your tester
Seb Stott

With a degree in Experimental Physics and

co-author of published scientific papers, Seb

knows his way around an experiment. He’s 

also a pretty prolific rider and mud

enthusiast, so he’s had ample opportunity to

really put in the hours cleaning bicycles too. 

BIKE CLEANERS
Six sprays to get your bike clean and sparkly after every ride

Turn to p8

DEGREASING

A good bike spray should be able to
emulsify (dissolve) oil when used
with water. This helps it clean greasy
chains and oily grime. We broke up
a filthy chain into six identical pieces 
to see how each cleaner did. 

our ratings explained

what to look for

THE SAFETY

For obvious reasons, it’s important that
a bike spray should cause no damage to
the brakes or paintwork. We had no major
issues in this department, but it’s worth
looking out for. Be sure to thoroughly rinse
your bike after using bike cleaners though. 

PRICE

All the cleaners on test
are available in one-litre
bottles, making it easy
to compare the prices. Bear
in mind, though, that
some have refill options
which may make them
cheaper in the long run,
as well as being kinder
to the environment.

SPRAY

The spray should allow
quick, accurate and easy
coating of the bike in
the cleaning fluid without
the spray going everywhere 
and wasting it. 

THE VISCOSITY

The viscosity of the spray (how
thick or runny it is) determines
how well the solution sticks to
the bike, allowing it to do its work
properly. Some form of foamy lather 
can really help it stay in place.

DIRT-LIFTING

Obviously, the main purpose of
a bike cleaner is to soften up
the muddy dirt which coats
mountain bikes after most rides.
Each spray has a different mix
of ingredients to help it do this.
We’ve tested each on identical
areas of muddy bike and examined 
what was left behind.
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This little bottle is really quick and easy to use. The

spray is powerful and the liquid froths up to form a

thick lathery foam which makes it quick and easy to

completely cover a bike in the stuff, and spot if you’ve

missed a bit. The narrow, directional spray means you 

don’t waste much either.

The liquid itself was pretty good at removing

stubborn dried on mud from our test samples, though

not nearly as effective as the top performers. It did very

little towards degreasing our grimy chain, but that’s

what chain cleaners are for. Pedro’s claim it’s safe on

raw aluminium and carbon fibre, and we had no issues 

with using it on our disc brakes either.

It’s biodegradable too, so the run-off shouldn’t harm 

plants or animals, which is always a nice thought.

www.2pure.co.uk

Pedros Green Fizz
Price £8 (1 Litre bottle) Price £8 (1 Litre bottle)

Better than nothing, but relatively ineffective. 

Not the cleaner we’d recommend.

An effective, lathery spray but not the most 

effective on stubborn stains.

Weldtite Dirt Wash

Pulling the trigger on Weldtite’s bike wash spray

delivers a relatively feeble squirt of fluid which helps

eke it out, but the thin, clear spray takes a while to

coat a whole bike, and the runny liquid soon makes its

way down into the drain rather than clinging on like

some of the more lathery cleaners. The smell isn’t 

great either.

It did an okay job at emulsifying the oil and dirt on

our grimy chain, but it was among the least effective at

shifting the dried-on dirt coating our muddy wheel. It

did an acceptable job on our test bikes and seemed to

leave the paintwork a little shinier than the others, but

we did notice the brakes squealing more than usual

after using it. Seemingly whatever is causing the shiny

coating may also be coating our brakes a little. Our

main gripe though is that it just doesn’t have the

degreasing and dirt lifting power of the others. 

www.zyro.co.uk

CLEANERS

£6-£9
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So-so at shifting grime, but foamy spray and 
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Not the most powerful cleaner, but
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Boasting no less than five different cleaning agents,

Finish Line promises a lot with this spray. The bottle is

well designed and the spray is nice and powerful. It

quickly covers the bike in a thin, lathery foam which is

nice and visible making it easy to spread evenly. The

broad spray pattern is a little wasteful and the foam

doesn’t cling on quite as tenaciously as Pedros Green

Fizz, but it does a pretty good job. The pink cocktail was

about average on muddy stains, but more effective on 

the oily chain test, helped by the foaming action

holding it in place between the links. It also contains

oxidation inhibitors, claimed to prevent rusting post

wash; we didn’t see any real evidence of this in action,

but it can’t hurt to have them. We had no issues with 

braking degradation either.

www.madison.co.uk

Finish Line Super  
Bike Wash
Price £8 (1 Litre bottle)

Now, we weren’t sure how this eco-friendly cleaner

would perform, but we were pleasantly surprised. The

dual mode trigger is a winner, allowing either a broad

spray or precise squirt. The liquid uses natural citrus

agents, such as orange peel extract, and coconut oil to

emulsify grease and grime. With the others falling over

themselves to advertise the fact that their cleaners are

alkaline (rather than acidic like citrus) we were worried

that this might cause problems. So far, we have seen

no issues such as paint damage, nor has it affected our

brakes. On both our dried-on mud and oily chain test, it 

outperformed some of the conventional cleaners,

though it’s not as powerful as the big boys. The natural,

biodegradable ingredients are a plus for anyone not set

on killing the planet. Once empty, a bottle of Green Oil

Chain Degreaser (£4) can be diluted to refill the bottle, 

boosting both green and thrifty credentials. 

www.i-ride.co.uk

Green Oil Green Cleaner
Price £8 (1 Litre bottle)
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The original bike cleaner is still up there with 

the best, but it’s a touch pricey.

The cheapest cleaner here, yet also the most 

effective. A clear winner.

Price £9 (1 Litre bottle)

Muc-Off Nano Tech 

This is surely the benchmark by which all other

cleaners should be measured and the ‘Nano Tech’

formula it uses is effective too. On both muddy and oily

stains, we found it to be noticeably more powerful than 

almost all the other cleaners here, only bested by

Hope’s Shifter. The bottle pump has a broad nozzle,

which can rapidly and evenly coat a bike in its fine 

spray, but is a little wasteful.

The liquid is biodegradable, so should be safe to

use, while time has shown us that it won’t damage

your brake pads or paintwork. Muc-Off claim that their

Nano-particles fill in the tiny cracks in paint, preventing

mud from sticking during the next ride. We have to say,

we’ve seen no evidence of this happening in the real 

world and remain sceptical. Otherwise, Muc-Off

certainly does as it says on the trademark bright  

pink bottle.

www.muc-off.com

Price £6 (1 Litre bottle)

Hope Shifter

Hope’s entry into the bike cleaner arena is the

cheapest here, but you wouldn’t know it by the results.

When we tested it on grimy chains and dried on mud, it

left the least residue behind of all the cleaners here,

even slightly out-shining Muc-off, in these tests at

least. The spray is easy to use and evenly covers the

bike. It’s not lathery, making it a little hard to see

where you’ve covered, but it’s viscous and sticks to the 

bike nicely.

As you might expect from Hope, its disc brake

friendly and we had no issues with residue or squealing

brakes after cleaning despite its viscosity. Apparently, it

contains something called ‘Sequestriens’, an ingredient 

to help it rinse off easily (sounds a bit horsey to us)

which may explain this. The alkaline solution is also 

biodegradable, so it shouldn’t be too bad for the 

environment either.

www.hopetech.com

CLEANERS

£6-£9



www.discobrakes.com

A5011

www.facebook.com/discobrakes

 Order a set of 4 pairs from £17.49
and receive an extra pair for FREE

GET MORE BRAKE FOR YOUR BUCK

Use voucher code:

 Code only valid at www.discobrakes.com

Recycle your magazine and 

seven days later it could come 

back as your newspaper.

www.recyclenow.com
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Rock Guardz XC/AM 

 £900

Novatec Factor 

£1500

Stiff but weighty or narrow

depending on your priorities.

Tough, smooth yet accurate

control boosting hoops.        

JRA Trail Dog carbon 

 £749

Light and wide well priced 

handbuilt wheels.

T
rail Dog wheels offer JRA’s

Sheffield hand built quality in

a pre-built format for a bargain 

price and top perfromance.

The US designed Derby rims are

exclusive to JRA with a seriously tyre

fattening 28mm internal width and

tubeless bead lock that properly bangs

into place for ultra low pressure security.

Wider tyre footprint increases rolling

drag but with extra tyre stability and

impeccably hand built wheels on stiff

tracking yet smoothly damped rims

feels like you’ve gone up a whole

suspension grade on rough terrain. At

850g front and 950g rear with only a

6.6degree freehub lag they pick up

power almost instantly and accelerate

very well. The Bitex hubs have a great

reliability reputation. Complete price is

excellent given the rims are £290 each. 

www.justridingalong.com

W
e had great results with

Rock Guardz 27.5in XC/AM

wheels last year and the

29er size amplifies the

carbon rim advantage even more.

At 1820g weight is similar to an

alloy AM wheel but increased stiffness

and damped rather than chattery ride

feel is obvious from the first corner or

rock/root spread. The 23mm internal

(29mm external) rim adds useful wider

tyre support without obviously slowing

rolling speed too. The hookless rims seal 

easily and can cope with sub 20psi

tubeless pressures and plenty of side

load without burping. The rims walls

and spoke tension weren’t worried by a

full year of regular rock abuse on our

last set either. Hope hubs don’t engage

as fast as the other wheels but reliability 

and axle swap-ability are excellent.

www.rockguardz.com

T
he Factor’s fat 6 pawl hubs are

carried over from Novatec’s ultra 

reliable alloy wheels, near 

instant (4 degree lag)

engagement out of corners makes for

relentless responsiveness on the trail.

The ‘Matrisilk’ carbon rims and aero

bladed Pillar spokes are seriously stiff

with a noticeably firmer, more metallic

feel than the other two wheels across

rocky trails. They’ve been developed

with top hardcore riders Brian Lopes and

Kyle Strait so we’re not surprised we’ve

had no rim fracture or build quality

issues. The 20mm internal (27mm

external) rim width is surprisingly

narrow though so there’s no added tyre

support and rubber over 2.2in looks and

feels unstable. At 820g for front and

1010g at the rear they’re overweight for 

the width and price too.

www.extrauk.co.uk

CARBON 29ER WHEELS

WINNER
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Welcome to WMB’s Buyer’s

Guide. Here you’ll find the

top-rated bikes and bits of kit,

cherry-picked from those we

(and sister magazine MBUK)

have tested, across every

budget and style – everything

from wispy cross-country

hardtails to aggressive full

suspension trail bikes and beyond.

You can find a more in-depth review of these feature

products on our website Bikeradar.com, so you can get as

complete a picture as possible. We update this guide every

month, making it your ultimate reference point from

which you can make your next purchase with confidence.

Tom Marvin, Technical Editor

Choose your perfect bike and kit with

     Britain’s best MTB buyer’s guide

WHA TH

+++++

Turn to p8

our ratings explained



If you’re coming at mountain 

biking from a position of relative 

inexperience, it can be a confusing 

place. Cross country, enduro, trail or 

plain old ‘mountain biking’, it can 

be tough to know what kind of bike 

you really want.

Most people just want to get out 

into the countryside, to ride either 

natural or man made trails where a 

regular trail or cross country bike 

will do fine. 

The debate rages whether you 

should jump straight to a hardtail or 

a full suspension bike, but what’s 

most important, at this stage is to 

get a bike that fits properly. At best 

a poorly fitting bike will be a bit 

uncomfortable and at worse it’ll put 

you off riding for ever. That’s never a 

good thing.

While having as many gears as 

possible sounds great, the key 

things to look for on a beginners 

bike are decent tyres, a capable 

suspension fork and reasonable 

weight as these all tend to have a 

greater impact on your riding 

experience than whether you can 

click through 9, 10 or 11 gears.

From new, we reckon you can get a 

capable, reliable bike from around 

£350. Scan through our pages and 

you’ll realise that the sky’s the limit 

when it comes to how much a 

mountain bike can cost.

Cheaper bikes will get you out on 

the trail, but as you spend more your 

bike will grow in capability too. If 

you’re a fast learner, you might find 

yourself out-growing the bike in a 

relatively short period of time, 

leading to an expensive upgrade. 

Put together a sensible budget that 

you can afford, and take your pick 

- perhaps check out deals on last 

year’s bikes too for added value. 

Make sure you leave enough budget 

for a decent helmet, riding kit and 

tools too, as these can transform a 

grimace to a grin when the weather 

takes a turn for the worse.

HOW
TO BUY

YOUR FIRST BIKE
What should I look for? How much 

should I spend?
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Budget suspension 

is getting better

and better



Online shops are always 

tempting and generally speaking 

their value is hard to beat.

If you’re just starting out though, 

remember that a bike that fits 

properly is going to be a lot more 

enjoyable than one that doesn’t.

Therefore, if you’re not sure on 

mountain bike sizing, popping to 

your local bike shop for a proper 

bike fit is a good idea. You’ll be 

able to tap into a wealth of 

knowledge that may otherwise be 

only found in the murky depths of 

an online bike forum, and they can 

often be dangerous places for the 

uninitiated to stray into.

Getting friendly with a bike shop 

is a great way to ensure your bike 

gets tip top TLC in the future come 

service time. They’ll be able to help 

you find other people to ride with 

too, which is a massive boon.

Fork: The suspension fork at the 

front absorbs impacts, improving 

comfort and control. Air springs 

offer the most adjustability.

Full suspension/hardtail: Hardtail 

bikes have a rigid rear end, while 

full suspension models have a shock 

to absorb impacts. They’re usually 

heavier and pricier, but they really 

improve comfort and confidence.

Double/triple butted: This refers 

to how much the frame tubes vary 

in thickness over their length, saving 

weight and adding comfort.

Drivetrain: These are the gears, 

usually with either one or two at the 

cranks, and ten or eleven at the hub.

Disc brakes: Hydraulic disk brakes 

give better all-weather performance.

Should I buy 
online?

What does the 
jargon mean?
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CALIBRE .TWO TWO £430
Despite this being its first attempt at a bike range, Go
Outdoors has hit the nail on the head with a well-specced,
great value bike. The nine-speed Shimano gears and hydraulic
disc brakes back up the smart handling, well shaped frame,
while the coil-sprung RockShox XC28 fork tames the bumps.

CARRERA VULCAN £360
The Vulcan offers class-leading handling and spec at a great
price – provided you can live with the weight. Despite a few
niggles it’s one of the best beginner bikes available (for the
money it’s exceptional) – it comes highly recommended. With 
a well-balanced ride feel, it’s a true trail enthusiast’s bike. 

CARRERA KRAKEN £450
The Kraken is brimming with all the things that make
mountain biking great. Its 650b wheels and lightweight frame
make for easy acceleration and sustainable speed. Handling
is quick and enthusiastic, encouraging you to seek out trail 
thrills, with the Suntour XCR fork ably sucking up hits.

GENESIS CORE 10 £550
This isn’t a generic, pulled of the factory peg frame. The
headtube accepts tapered forks and there are mounts for
mudguards. The 68-degree head angle is spot-on for its 650b
wheels and the rims can be easily converted to run tubeless 
to add even more smoothness to the ride. 

MARIN BOBCAT TRAIL 7.5 £750
This is a deceptively dynamic and fun bike despite the simple
looks. Light, triple-butted main tubes plus traditional looking
slim chainstays and A-frame seatstays take some of the sting
out of the back end. It takes a lot to make it feel unsettled 
when you’ve got the hang of it and are pushing hard. 

CANYON GRAND CANYON AL 29 5.9 £699
Direct sales specialist Canyon manages to deliver more than
just excellent value with this sweet handling big wheeler. The
component list includes an easily adjustable air-sprung fork
and puts bikes almost twice the price to shame with overall 
ride quality. 

MID RANGE
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VOODOO BIZANGO £600
The big wheels, big tyres and sturdy frame mean the Voodoo
isn’t a lightweight, but the Octalink cranks give powerful
pedalling support and you’ll never regret putting in the effort
to get it moving. The easily confident handling and accurate
front end let you hit perfect lines every time. A maximum fun 
machine for the money. 

SARACEN MANTRA TRAIL £800
The Mantra Trail’s really well-balanced, 650b wheel trail
taming handling means you can properly assault the trails
without it being too intimidating a ride for beginners. Shimano
stop/go spec is reliable and Saracen’s cockpit is spot on for 
technical trails. 

PINNACLE RAMIN FIVE £990

Smart design and a decent spec mean the Pinnacle has a

really enjoyable and versatile ride. A supple back end and top

performing RockShox Reba forks give comfort and control,

while the geometry can handle a huge range of riding. 

GIANT ANTHEM 27.5 3 £1499
The Anthem’s mellowed over the past couple of years, and is
now a friendly, neutral bike as happy on the trail as it is on the
race course. The Maestro suspension is plush, helps the bike
hug the ground and matches the bike’s relaxed attitude, while 
the spec shows great value for money.
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SCOTT SCALE 950 £1099
In a straight line the 950 is a rocketship, with corners only
slowing it slightly. The Syncros 700mm wide bars and
80mm long stem cockpit combo give enough control
through turns. The 2x10 Shimano groupset allows you to
efficiently hit the climbs and the only upgrade it we’d like 
out of the box are a set of slightly wider bars. 

GT HELION COMP £1300
740mm bars are wide for a 110mm travel bike and hint at
more control and chaos taming potential than you’d expect in
this category. The complex Independent suspension system,
featuring Suntour SR Raidon fork and X-Fusion O2 shock, helps
create a remarkably smooth ride for a bike at this price point. 
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FELT EDICT 3 £2599
The 71.5-degree head angle means busy steering that needs
looking after on fast or rocky/rooty descents, but is a real
advantage when whipping the 29er front wheel in and out
of tight turns or weaving through technical trouble. The full
carbon frame plus cost effective performance of Shimano
Deore stop and go gear make the Edict 3 excellent value. 

ORBEA OIZ H50 £2399
With a semi customisable spec and laser sharp race handling,
it’s small wonder this Basque brand have a well stocked cross-
country trophy cabinet. Despite being the cheapest bike in the
range, it uses a carbon fibre for both front and rear triangles,
and it’s available with either 650b of 29er wheels. A solid and 
functional pick of components rounds out a great racer.

SCOTT SPARK 720 £2899
A versatile marathon / XC bike that’s unashamedly Euro-
looking. Despite this, it’s a modern bike that’s at home on
regular trails too. Scott have balanced stiffness with weight ,
with a carbon front end matched with alloy rear. Kit is good, 
but there’s room for easy weight loss wins.

SANTA CRUZ SUPERLIGHT 29 £1149*
The Superlight shares all the durable, communicative charms
of SC’s original single-pivot chassis, the Tazmon. This 2.5kg
frame is light enough that, even with one of their basic
Shimano Deore build kits, it never drags its heels out of 
corners or on climbs.

SANTA CRUZ HIGHBALL £599*
The Highball’s racy character is immediately apparent. The
long toptube stretches you out allowing you to take in plenty
of oxygen and the handling is fast but not nervous. The frame
can take forks up to 120mm, so it’s a versatile big wheeled 
beast for racetrack or trail. 

CANYON LUX CF 7.9 £2599
Slightly conservative geometry doesn’t hold the Lux back. We
loved riding it and how impulsively fast it made us hammer
the trails, despite leaving us exhausted and soaked in sweat.
You’re getting a quality, well-featured frame with superb kit
for the cash nailed to it, including a mix of SRAM X7/X9/X0
controlled by Gripshifters and RockShox suspension pairing. 

MID RANGE
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CANNONDALE F-SI CARBON TEAM £5499
The ultra-light frame is the smoothest hardtail
race bike we’ve ridden, but still hugely power efficient through
its Ai rear wheel. The Lefty fork with integrated stem/steerer 
is equally impressive and even the XX1 transmission is 
enhanced by the Si crank. 

SCOTT SCALE 700 RC £4499
Few bikes come close to being as poised and punchy yet
still an absolute riot to ride as Scale’s hardtails, and the 700
RC is no exception. Spec highlights include the lightweight
RockShox SID fork, SRAM XX1 transmission, Shimano XTR
stoppers and racer’s favourite saddle, the Ritchey Streem. One 
for explosively aggressive racers and riders.

SANTA CRUZ TALLBOY 2 CC £7603
This update to the fast and furious original improves things
further thanks to revised suspension, a thru-axle rear end and
a new carbon frame. In the ENVE-rimmed/SRAM XX1 version
we tested it’s brutally fast and also expensive enough to 
cause wallets to ignite spontaneously.

SPECIALIZED CAMBER EXPERT CARBON EVO 29

£4500
The Camber Evo is a fun, assured, capable bike that pushes
the boundary of what XC bikes are capable of. Supple
suspension, quality kit and planted handling mean it’s a 
pleasure to ride day in day out.

KTM MYROON PRESTIGE 29 £3700
The Myroon has Olympic blood running through its veins.
Its smooth, flyweight nature suits spinners rather than Thor
like riders, but an impressive XTR based spec shows value
consciousness. Rearward weight distribution lets it handle 
jumps and drops far better than you’d think.

SCOTT SPARK 710 £3299
The 710 uses an alloy rear end with a carbon front, but that’s
cost effective wisdom rather than a corner cutting con. Choose
either 120mm of smooth and controlled Fox suspension, or
push the TracLoc thumb lever and the rear shock becomes
stiffer and travel drops to 85mm for a more positive feel. 
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ON-ONE PARKWOOD £1000
Super-confident, big-wheeled, big fun hardtail that is
sorted with an outstanding value kit package that’s really
well suited to the surefooted grin-breeding machine. Buy
as a frame only for £200 or choose custom options while
you’re ordering, including the RockShox Reverb dropper 
post, which we enjoyed on test.

WHYTE 901 £1199
A slack 66.5-degree head angle, long frame and wide bars
mean radical handling. It’s not a bike for shy or retiring
riders, but the mix of a proven tubeset, plus the latest wheel
size and sorted componentry, creates a fantastic blend
of responsiveness and confidence that makes any sort of 
mountain biking a lot of fun.    

CANYON SPECTRAL AL 6.0 £1699
The Spectral 6.0 comes with 140mm of travel at each end.
Making the most of the mid size wheels it’s easy to flick the
rear out mid air, and it’ll happily hop its way over roots and
rocks. The Canyon comes into its own on corners with simple
shoulder drops creating instantaneous changes of direction.

MONDRAKER FACTOR £1399
We weren’t sure if applying Mondraker’s super long reach
Forward Geometry to a budget bike would work, but the Factor
proves it does. That means that despite sketchy tyres and a
bendy fork, the bike delivers handling fun by the bucketload, 
despite only having 120mm of travel at either end. 

VITUS SENTIER VR £950
While not everyone gets on with hardcore hardtails, Vitus have
made a surprisingly compliant bike - the flattened top tube
and round chainstays mean it’s far more all-day-friendly than
you might imagine. A capable fork and tubeless ready tyres 
add to a spec that’s great value for money. 
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BOARDMAN FS TEAM 650 £1000
Things haven’t really changed much for Boardman’s entry-
level full susser for 2015. The hydroformed triple butted alloy
frame with contemporary angles, 650b wheels and 130mm 
of RockShox damped suspension form a controlled and 
responsive baseline at a great price.
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MONDRAKER FOXY XR £3199
With a 160mm travel Pike RC in front of signature super-short
30mm stem and 760mm bars, you get an even better view
from the XR than 2014’s Trail Bike of the Year winner. Even
with a minimal tread Maxxis Ardent front tyre we were able to 
rip the Foxy downhill at sickening speeds. 

CUBE STEREO 140 SUPER HPC TM £2999
A superb spec including a SRAM 1x transmission and Rock
Shox Pike fork paired to a quality full carbon 140mm travel
frame mean that this Stereo is great value. Despite the value,
Cube gets proper bike shop support, which is good as you’ll
want to swing a leg over one to ensure you get the sizing right.

SANTA CRUZ 5010 CARBON C R AM £3099
For 2015 you get the same front end and rear moulds as the
super-expensive flagship Carbon CC frame. Top spec Maxxis
tyres flatter the feel and performance of the Fox Float shock
and RockShox Sektor fork. It’s not high end kit, but clever spec 
means superbike performance at an affordable price.

MID RANGE

YT CAPRA CF PRO RACE £3227 (APPROX)
The latest, and greatest Capra is one of the few bikes that
get a full 5 star rating. BOS suspension, front and rear, and
Mavic’s excellent CrossMax Enduro WTS are combined with an
absolutely sorted frame, making it probably the best enduro
bike on the market - beware though, to get the most out of it,
you have to be dedicated with your suspension setting-up.

COMMENCAL META AM V4 RACE £2650 (APPROX)

The 160mm RockShox Pike provides flat-out chaos control
over the toughest trails, while the impressive damping of the
Monarch Plus shock shines through as the hits get harder.
SRAM X1 transmission performs flawlessly as do the Guide RS 
brakes fitted.

WHYTE T-129 WORKS SCR £3099
With 750mm wide bars, 40mm stem and Stealth routed
Reverb dropper post, this isn’t your average short travel 29er.
A RockShox Pike up front is mated to a Kashima-coated Fox
Factory spec shock for big hit comfort. Its long, low and slack 
geometry provides superbly balanced trail poise. 
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NINER ROS 9 £900 (F/O)
This big wheeled steel hardtail may look out of place amongst
big travel trail bikes, but the superbly supple ride and chaos
calming handling means that it can hack it on some seriously
tough trails. Beautiful build quality rounds out the package,
but when you’ve fitted it with kit to match, it won’t be cheap.

CANYON STRIVE CF 8.0 RACE £3199
Direct sales means have Canyon always given great value, but
they’ve hit the nail firmly on the head with this hard hitting
160mm travel enduro specialist. Totally dialled extra long
Race geometry uses with a special Shapeshifter equipped
shock to change attitude on demand for up and down fun.

FOCUS SAM 3.0 £2999
With a super slack head angle paired to a long and low frame
with 160mm of travel at either end, the Focus is all about
ripping descents as fast as possible, though it’ll still get you
back to the top. A well rounded spec list includes a dropper
post and SRAM 11spd drivetrain, but bin the sketchy, thin 

VITUS ESCARPE VRX £2500
Despite a having relatively small amount of travel at 135mm,
the Escarpe delivers it in such a well controlled manner that
you’ll be pushing far harder than you ever thought possible.
With quality kit for the money it’s also a hard hitter on value,
with only the slightly short and tall frame being an issue. 
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CANYON STRIVE AL 6.0 RACE £2299
The alloy version of the Strive is just as capable as it’s carbon
brother, but in an even more wallet friendly package. Climbs
are despatched with ease, while descents fly by at eye-
watering speeds. An even cheaper version without the 200g 
ShapeShifter system would be unbeatable.

BIRD AERIS AM X1 £2850
Newcomers Bird have big ambitions for their direct sales
model and they’re already delivering excellent value and
customisable spec with this 150mm travel machine. It’s got
aggressive geometry and can rip descents with the best of
them, though it’s lazy not lively when it comes to going uphill.  
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MONDRAKER DUNE CARBON XR £6599
Mondraker’s revolutionary Forward Geometry is paired with
an adjustable 160mm travel carbon frame and sublime Fox
suspension. We’d make a couple of small spec tweaks, but
the riding performance from this lightweight big-mountain
behemoth is sublime. Pricey, but it’ll pay you back in spades.

YETI SB5C £5800
Yeti’s new Switch Infinity suspension uses a free floating
lower pivot to increase both pedalling efficiency and big hit
compliance of the already light, tight and impressive handling
127mm travel carbon fibre frame. Its premium performance 
and pedigree do come at a price.  

SPECIALIZED ENDURO EXPERT CARBON 29 £4600

Many people thought that making a 160mm 29er that rode
well was impossible, but the Enduro proves them wrong in
style. Effortless pace is paired incredible rough terrain control
thanks to the RockShox Pike and Cane Creek DBAir dampers at 

YETI SB6C X01 ENVE £7865
It’ll seriously dent your bank account thanks to a carbon frame
and kit that laughs in the face of a budget, but this Enduro
World Series winner has serious pace and control. ENVE
carbon rims and Fox Factory suspension paired to the clever
Infinity Link suspension design give both speed and style. 

SPECIALIZED S-WORKS STUMPJUMPER 29 £6500

It might be the little brother to the burly Enduro, but less
travel doesn’t mean less fun for this 140mm bike. An updated
frame with great geometry and kit means it’s one of the most 
capable trail bikes on the market today.
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PYGA ONEFORTY560 PASCOE £4095
The Pascoe has a subtle serial-killer calm character that
teases your best riding out of you. The composed suspension
is backed up by smart component choices. Decent value and
top performance makes it one of the most fun trail bikes on 
the market.
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GENESIS LONGITUDE £1000
This rigid 29er adventure bike is fully kitted out for heading
into the wilds for days at a time, but well considered
geometry means that it’s actually a pleasure to hit sweeping 
singletrack as well as epic loops. 

CANYON STITCHED 360 £999
If you want to hit up pump tracks and dirt jumps, then the
tight handling of this little jump bike will be right up your
street. A beautifully detailed but tough frame along with
RockShox Pike DJ fork mean the odd tumble won’t harm it.

CANNONDALE CAADX RIVAL DISC £1400
If you want a bit of cross training but don’t fancy the road,
then a cyclocross bike can be just the thing to liven up your
skills and fitness. A lightweight and well made frame paired 
to disc brakes mean you’ll be able to stop properly and  
well as go fast. 

NS BIKES FUZZ 2 £2600
Better known for jump bikes rather than full on downhill rigs,
NS have hit the nail on the head with this 650b wheeled,
200mm travel monster. Despite the relatively modest price, it’s
all set to destroy anything that bike parks and downhill tracks 
can throw at it. Injury insurance is not included.

SHAND BAHOOKIE ROHLOFF £3090
If you love big miles as well as handmade steel beauty, the
Scottish-built Shand is the answer. This hub geared Rohloff
version is great for the maintenance-phobic too, while 29er
wheels and decent geometry mean it’s not a drag when you 
want to have some fun too.

SARMA SHAMAN £1650 (FRAME & FORK)
When you think of fat bikes, you don’t think of lightweight,
but this carbon framed machine will float over snow and sand
thanks to a feathery weight as well as the 4.7in wide tyres. It’ll
also lighten your wallet a treat, with carbon rimmed, SRAM 
XX1 drivetrain equipped complete bikes available.

MID RANGE

ENTRY LEVEL
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SRAM XX1 £1010
Despite years of intense use, SRAM’s original dedicated single
ring setup continues to seriously impress. Shifting accuracy
and drivetrain smoothness is superb across the wide ranging
cassette. A genuinely game-changing gearset from SRAM that 
dominates top-end bikes.

SHIMANO XTR £802
By far the most aggressively indexed shift feel Shimano has
ever released with a proper ‘snap’ into each gear that you can
feel however rowdy the trail gets. A closer ratio 11-40 cassette
gives smoother jumps between gears than SRAM’s 11 speed 
set ups, which suits XC racers.

SHIMANO SLX 2X10 £640
This package is light, durable and incredible value for money.
Shifting is crisp thanks to tightly sprung mechs.
The 38/24T chainset and 11/34 cassette option was ideal for
trail centre blasting giving a decent range of gears, matched 
with Shimano’s legendary front ring shifting.

SRAM X1 £733
Durability of SRAM’s affordable 11-speed setup so far has
been on par with the already much improved longevity of
SRAM 11. A no-brainer for all but the most weight-conscious
riders. X1 components are a great option for those on pricier 
11 speed SRAM groups, as parts are interchangeable.

SRAM X01 (GPX BB) £948
The cassette shifts impeccably, even when powering out of
the saddle and the X-sync thick/thin design hasn’t dropped
a chain, as we’ve come to expect. With rings from 30 to 38 
teeth, there’s a gearing range to suit most riders. 

SHIMANO DEORE £245
Thanks to Shimano’s trickle down of tech, Deore’s on trail
performance is barely any different to SLX, and has features
found on the priciest groups only a few years ago. Shifting
is light, the chain is controlled by the Shadow+ mech and 
shifting across the cassette is excellent.
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SUPERSTAR TECH 4 DS25 £195
This wide-rimmed enduro set represent killer value. The
aluminium freehub and 27 points of engagement provided
by the four pawls inside give a swift and solid pickup. All axle
sizes are catered for with a quick and easy endcap change, 
and they’re tubeless ready from the off. 

AMERICAN CLASSIC WIDE LIGHTENING £600

At 29.3mm wide internally, these wheels give a great profile
to wider tyres up to 2.4-2.5”, yet at 1525g/pair they’re light
too, giving snappy accelleration. Keep an eye on your bearings
for longevity though, as seaing for them is relatively basic.

SPANK BEAD BITE OOZY TRAIL 29 £450
The rim design and three-cross lacing gives a stiff but not too
harsh feel on rough trails. They come set up for 15mm front
and 142x12mm rear axles but adaptors are included. Spank’s
Beat Bite tech gives a knurled bead for extra tyre bead safety 
and less tubeless burping. Reliable 29er trail wheels.

FULCRUM RED POWER 27.5 HP £250
At just over 1700g for the pair, these wheels are competitive
with cross-country wheels over double the price. Their light
weight helps with accelleration, meaning they’re a great
lightweight, smooth rolling option for narrow tyre users  
on a tight budget. 

JRA TRAIL DOG CARBON £749
Hand built in Sheffield, JRA’s off-the-peg carbon wheels
give great tyre profile and performance with their 28mm
internal width. Stiff tracking yet compliant nature feels like
a suspension upgrade, while Bitex hubs are top performers.
Complete price is great, given the Derby rims are £290 each.

BIRD AM 35 £750
Bird have thought long and hard about their wheels, with
lower-tension spokes for a softer build, an upgraded 36t
version of the DT Swiss freehub, and 30mm internal width rim
for great tyre profiles. An extra £100 gets you a pair of quality 
tyres and all the gubbins needed to go tubeless.
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SPECIALIZED BUTCHER GRID £35
Very well priced, and yet high performance all-round trail and
enduro tyre from the Big S. Sticky compound gives grip in all
conditions, yet the tread clears well in mud. Beefy sidewalls
give puncture protection and pleny of tyre stability. Perhaps a 
touch narrow, but this boosts mud performance.

MAXXIS MINION DHF 3C MAXX TERRA EXO TR £54

There’s no shortage of grip from the triple compound 3C
rubber, but it’s still fast enough to be used on either end
without killing rolling speed. A proper all-year-rounder option
on the front - adding a DHR to the rear gives a matching set.

BONTRAGER XR4 TEAM £40
The XR4 Team feels reassuringly solid on the trail without you
having to work too hard to accelerate, and it sustains speed
well. Tread life is good even if you’re heavy on the brakes. The
rounded profile and supportive side lugs ensure surefooted 
cornering performance.

MAVIC CROSSMAX CHARGE £50
A fantastic way to glue your bike’s front end onto any trail,
if you don’t mind suffering a bit on the climbs, thanks to its
relatively soft compound. The wide spaced tread clears dirt
quickly so even in filthy conditions it never clogs or surfs. It 
seals easily for tubeless running too. 

WTB TRAIL BOSS LIGHT FAST ROLLING £40
This mid-weight, 790 gram tyre has a relatively tall yet closely
spaced tread which rolls nicely on hard surfaces, and yet still
digs in to soft loam confidently. The 50 duro shoulder knobs
give confidence in corners, and the rounded carcasss lets you 
roll nicely onto them. 

SCHWALBE ROCK RAZOR EVO SUPER GRAVITY

TRAILSTAR £55
The 4-ply side, 2-ply top casing gives loads of grip at low
pressures, while also giving plenty of stability too. The low
profile central knobs roll easily, while the transition to the
softer compound side knobs gives confidence in corners.
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SHIMANO DEORE M615 £90
We’ve had consistent and impressively controlled
performance from every one of the many sets of Deores we’ve
used on test bikes. We’ve run them light with 160mm rotors
and all the way up to 200mm in gravity situations. These are 
all the brake you really need at an affordable price. 

SRAM GUIDE RSC £185
The new range of Guide brakes is aimed at the trail/enduro
riders. A piggyback reservoir configuration helps increase fluid
volume and improve consistency when the brakes heat up,
and there’s plenty of on-lever adjustment too. One of the best 
out there for trail and all mountain riders.

SHIMANO XTR BR-M987 £222
A fantastic blend of low weight and single finger control, with
useful heat-eating upgrades. Magnesium and carbon hardwear
helps keep weight low, while the three-layer sandwich rotor
performs better when hot A totally trouble-free race brake 
with power, reliability and titanium hardware. 

CLARKS M2 £20
Clarks has always offered great value for money, and at £40
for the front and rear set, the M2 is a game changer. Braking
isn’t as touchy feely as some but not completely wooden
either. Shimano brake pad compatibility means you’ll never be 
stuck unable to find replacements either. 

SRAM GUIDE RS £145
The Centerline rotors are smoother and quieter than previous 
SRAM/Avid discs, which means excellent feedback and
control. They offer outstanding lever feel with plenty of
modulation, and consistently controlled power, even when 
heated up on alpine descents. 

HOPE RACE E4 STEALTH £220
Lancashire built brakes with great reliability and back-up.
There’s plenty of power from the 4 pistons, with nice, crisp
feedback, while the svelte lever minimises bar bulk. Ti and
alloy bolts help keep weight low compared to other 4 pot 
brakes, as does Hope’s flating rotor. 
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FOX 36 FLOAT RC2 27.5 £909
The lightest 36 yet, but still capable of steering and brakes
more accurately and unshakably than anything else under
2kg. Chassis and damper performance mean it comes into
its own in flat-out black run and beyond downhill situations.
Tuning range is second to none thanks to the RC2 damper. 

ROCKSHOX PIKE RCT3 £780
The Pike reset all-round suspension standards, and it’s still the
most versatile and user-friendly fork available. Three settings,
plus fine tuning of compression means plenty of adjustment
opportunities to get the perfect setup. RockShox’s Maxle axle
is quick and easy to use, and helps keep weight reasonable.

BOS DIZZY 29 120 £460
With one of the best dampers out there for XC forks, the Dizzy
manages to get away with a slightly flexy chasis, as grip and
control is like no other. Despite its low 1,630g weight, the
Dizzy is a perfect match for any of the new, short-travel, aggro 
29ers out there.

SUNTOUR AURON RC2 £380
The RC2 is as smooth off the top as a Pike, with a naturally
progressive air spring that that keeps it riding consistently
mid stroke unless you really need full travel. Low and high
speed compression damping work well too, giving more 
tuning capability than many forks at this price. 

X-FUSION SWEEP RL2 £455
The stout lower legs, 34mm stanchions and sloped crown
steer a solid line in aesthetic and tracking terms at a
reasonable weight. Travel can be set in 10mm increments
from 100-160mm internally making this a versatile, if not 
super light, fork. 

FOX 34 FLOAT FIT 4 £749
The new 34 takes lessons learnt from the 36 and repackages
a lot of it in a 34mm chassis. Fox have created a versatile
long-travel fork that doesn’t disappoint in the weight stakes
while and givubg the mid-travel support that was previously 
missing. A highly capable trail fork.
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BONTRAGER LITHOS £70
The Lithos is fully in-moulded, with the outer shell coming in
a range of colours and designs. 19 vents are set into the shell
for ventilation, aided by internal channeling. Up front there’s a
flat visor that’s adjustable with three different positions. The 
Lithos is comfortable, ideal for all day riding.

SCOTT STEGO £120
Scott provide plenty of protection with the Stego, with plenty
of back drop and more coverage around the temples. A MIPS
insert and smooth shell mean less rotational forces and
snagging in a crash for safety. Ventilation is great for the
coverage on hand and decent adjustment aids comfort.

BLUEGRASS GOLDENEYE £100
An enduro-specific lid that offers comfort and ventilation to
rival most cross-country helmets. The back is dropped low
to maximise coverage around the base of the skull while
the shell also drops infront of the ears to provide yet more
protection. A long visor keeps the sun well out of your eyes. 

MET PARACHUTE £170
With full full-face safety certification, the Parachute is the
lightest, airiest full face lid out there, which makes it more
than usable on the trail. Low weight, good visibility and
great adjustability means comfort for all, and it’s not as 
claustrophobic as many full face lids can be.

SCOTT WATU £
At £35 the Watu puts pricier lids t hame. Ventil t on is
good thanks to decent vents and internal channels - remove
the bug net to improve this further. It’s comfortable, light and
adjustable, even in its one-size-fits-all guise. A top performing 
budget helmet.

SPECIALIZED AMBUSH £120
Specialized have put together almost the perfect package
with the Ambush. Plenty of protection is baceked up with
ventilation that makes some XC lids feel like a sauna. A well
adjustable visor and sorted straps mean you can set the lid up 
to fit and perform perfectly.
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THOMSON ELITE COVERT £350
Thomson only put their name to products they’re entirely
happy with, and this shows with the beautifully crafted Elite
Covert. Smooth action, easy installation and quality parts
mean performance is up there with the best, as is reliability.
Our only niggle is the lever - there are better shaped out there.

KS LEV INTEGRA £300
A dependable, if not super light dropper, with a solid, stiff feel
ideal for seated power pedallers. Infinite travel is provided
by patented one-way roller bearing internals. For £20 more
there’s also a 150mm version for serious saddle droppers, and 
a short travel carbon one for weight weenies.

SPECIALIZED COMMAND POST IRCC £250
For such a good post, Specialized’s pricing is spectacular.
The updated post’s 3 pre-set levels are joined by 10 5mm
increments for added saddle height tunability. Two levers are
included, and they’re both great options, offering plenty of
leverage to pull the cable through its full-length housing.

ROCKSHOX REVERB STEALTH £350
Synonymous with dropper posts, the Reverb Stealth uses the
magic of hydraulics to drop and raise the saddle. Adjustable
return rates and one of the smoothest actions are plus
points, but regular home servicing is recommended and 
there have been reliability issues.

RSP PLUMMET £105
Cheap and cheerful, the shim-to-fit design might lack bells
and whistles, but with a bit of TLC it’ll keep raising and
dropping your saddle for a while. The fixed position cable box
prevents frame cable rub, and also opens up for ease of care. 
Wide bar users should fit a longer cable from new.

FOX DOSS £300
Just three travel position (up, 40mm down, and down), as well
as external routing may sound backward to some, but the
dogged reliability and ease of use has made it a favourite with
some testers. The long lever gives laughs off sticky cables, 
although its best run underbar.
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ALPINESTARS PATHFINDER £80
Alpinestars have used a great mix of fabrics to give protection
and stretch in all the right areas. The back yolk and hips
stretch enough for comfort and fit, while the seat has plenty
of durability. Ventilation is also good, as is the cut, which rises 
high at the back and long in the leg.

GORE ALP-X PRO 2 IN 1 £170
Not for the faint hearted, the £170 shorts from Gore integrate
a bib and baggy short in one. This does make them some of
the most comfortable out there, feeling almost weightless in
use. Articulation while pedalling is outstanding, as is comfort 
around the waist. The price is eyewatering though.

TROY LEE ACE £120
TLD have given the Ace shorts one of the best liners around,
paired to a lightweight short that we’d happily race XC in.
Comfortable from spring onwards, there are perforations to
add summer ventilation, while the good cut means they stay 
put throughout longer rides.

FOX ATTACK ULTRA £90
Don’t just be blinded by the bright colours, Fox have backed
it up with high tech and minimal construction. Welded
seams are smooth, and the popper/stretch insert at the front
do away with a zipped fly. They’re lightweight, ventilated 
summer items though, not for chilly rides.

SCOTT TRAIL 20 SHORTS £95
A high-spec liner sets this short off to a good start, with
a wicking, perforated pad which keeps things comfy.
Unobtrusive pockets, plenty of leg room and well placed waist
adjustment add to the package. That additional leg room aids 
ventilation in warmer conditions.

RACE FACE TRIGGER £70
Despite being nice and light, the Trigger shorts don’t have
that flimsy feel some may have. That’s because the cut is
great, especially with the high, strechy back which stays put
regardless of the trail. Plenty of adjustment and pockets are 
plusses, but these don’t negatively impact on comfort.
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FIVE TEN MALTESE FALCON £115
Five Ten has used a distinctly stiff sole unit to back up the
SPD bolt-hole equipped base. There’s no flop or flex either
side of the pedal like many ‘flat’ shoes so your feet won’t ache
or cramp after hours on your bike, even with less supportive
pedals. The velcro/lace system is comfortable and secure. 

FIVE TEN IMPACT VXI £115
The Impact has been a favourite of flat pedal users since it
arrived. The outers have been slimmed down to make them
lighter than the originals but the same super-sticky sole is
still the highlight. A hydrophobic coating aids drying, and they 
don’t get as heavy when wet then they used to. 

SHIMANO AM41 £90
The AM41s are some of favourite flat pedal shoes. They’re
a fantastic blend of weight versus protection, pedalling
stiffness versus off-bike comfort and splash-proofing versus
breathability. The Vibram sole gives plenty of grip, without 
feeling too wooden, both on and off the bike.

B’TWIN 520 £70
The big sole lugs are far less plasticky and treacherous than
most budget shoes, making them safer in hike-a-bikes and
dabs. With just two small mesh strips in the synthetic leather
upper they’re relatively weatherproof and easy to splashproof. 

DHB M1.0 £33
Yep, that’s £33 for the pair. The 3 velcro straps, once
tensioned correctly, give a comfortable, secure fit, and while
the upper is a touch plasticy, there’s ample ventilation. The
sole is stiff enough for high-powered efforts, and the rubbery 
lugs give good grip on hard, wet surfaces too.

SHIMANO XC 90 £320
The foot-hugging upper makes the XC 90 an incredibly
comfortable shoe, despite the stiff carbon sole. The stiffness
in the sole means power transfer is impressive, while the
adjustable insole means comfort for a wide range of foot
shapes. Velcro straps and a buckle add plenty of security.
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SHIMANO XT M783 TRAIL £70
Reliability’s long been the strong point of Shimano pedals,
and the XT Trails don’t disappoint. Once the cleat is engaged
they provide enough support for truly positive input from your
feet through the pedals. Mud shedding is reasonable, thanks 
to the well cut-away cage, which also aids engagement.

NUKEPROOF ELECTRON EVO £35
With more pins and a redesigned face offering increased grip
on the durable and light nylon body, Nukeproof has turned a
good pedal into a great one, and at a very reasonable price.
Adjustable pins are a nice touch, and the twin cartridge
bearings and DU bushing have proved reliable so far.

SUPERSTAR NANO TECH £43
These strong, grippy pedals give a performance that matches
others at up to three times their price. 10 pins sit in a concave
platform, giving loads of grip. Smooth, taut sealing sees them 
spinning true after considerable trail abuse, and there’s a 
multitude of colours to choose from.   

DMR V12 MAG £70
With this slimmed down 350g version, you’ll get better
clearance than the previous DMR classic. The 10 threaded
pins each side are removable and offer excellent grip,
bolstered by the concave shape, which is also shallower, 
giving more wiggle room over rocks.  

CRANK BROTHERS MALLET 2 £75
A large platform and replaceable pins provide great traction,
almost feeling quite flat pedal like when you’re unclipped -
it’s no wonder Mallets are popular with the gravity crew. The
mechanism clears mud well, but relase tension is light. If you
don’t want to feel to rigidly clipped in, these might be for you. 

SHIMANO RACE M540 £45
Without a cage, Shimano’s Race pedals are better suited to
stiffer-soled shoes. At 22g less than an XTR Trail pedal, the
M540s are light without the price tag. A crisp, predictable feel,
with adjustable release tension, and top relibility, thanks to
the cup and cone style bearings are Shimano’s trademarks.
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TIFOSI RUMOR £50
Dust, roost, wind and rain protection is brilliant from the big
Euro-DJ styled single lens, and they sit securely on most faces.
Uninterrupted peripheral field of view is excellent and you get
smoke, orangey/red and clear lenses included. Tifosi’s lenses 
have proved tough over the years too, aiding value.

MADISON SHIELD CLEAR £18
The epitome of function over form. The plastic arms look
flimsy but flexible rubber coated ends hold them in place and
don’t interfere with helmet straps thanks to their relatively
low profile. The lenses are clear and distortion free. The 
rounded frame suits most face shapes. 

TIFOSI DURO FOTOTEC £70
Tifosi is doing a great job of mimicking more expensive
glasses, without the price tags. We like the quick reacting light
sensitive lenses and stylish looking frame that feels well put 
together and doesn’t look daft off the bike. 

LAZER SOLID STATE 1 £70
Lazer’s photochromic lens has enough variation to go from
near-dark twilight woods to bright sun, all wrapped up in a
frame that’s got great short and adjustable arms. Ventilation
is good, as is comfort, making them a great mid-price option.

OAKLEY RADARLOCK PITCH CUSTOM £260
The Oakleys use a lightweight frame that has a neat sliding
catch to allow you to change lenses quickly and easily. They
offer superb optical quality and numerous lens options but
they’re pricey. Oakley’s vented lenses clear quicker, but even 
non-vented options, like these, resist fogging brilliantly.

ION RAM SET ZEISS £101
Quality optics and frame, the Ions come with three lenses –
sunny, cloudy and clear. We didn’t suffer with distortion and
could comfortably wear them for over 10 hours in a day. Fit
is good, although we wouldn’t mind thinner arms. The boxy 
frame doesn’t suit smaller faces.
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THE LAST WORD

I
’m in trouble. At least I think I am. Americans are

so polite that even whilst ‘chewing you out’ it can 

still be hard to detect hostility.

“You people just refuse to think about the

damage that you can do when you publish this 

shit. That’s three years of work, gone!”

Oh yeah, I am actually in trouble then. This

scenario that has resulted in me having a face as

confused as a mouse who has just received a voucher

for a tour of a mouse trap factory for his birthday was, 

to my mind anyway, a pretty simple one.

I’d spoken to this mechanic about the bike in

question for a ‘pro bike’ article not 24 hours ago. He 

had told me (the journalist, the one holding a

Dictaphone towards his mouth) that the frame

geometry of his charge was stock but the carbon

lay-up was slightly different. The reason? To try

something a little different and develop the bike. This

is what I subsequently wrote before hitting ‘publish’.

What arrived online shortly after is why I am now 

stood in the aforementioned state of suspended

animation on the receiving end of said ‘chewing out’.

Fortunately, when it comes to being ‘chewed out’ by

an American this is not my first rodeo. A vital survival 

tool in the world of being ‘chewed out’ is the

realisation that nine times out of ten, the reason that 

“Bikes are cool, but race
bikes are the coolest”

Ric McLaughlin is in trouble, and all

for the love of a factory special...
you are getting ‘chewed out’ is that they can

subsequently tell other Americans how they ‘chewed

you out good’. It’s a venting of their inner ‘chew’, if  

you will.

But what is the problem with acknowledging the

fact that the bikes you and I can buy in bike shops have 

are different to those ridden by pro riders? Would a

Mercedes Benz dealer take you quietly to one side

before confiding in a hushed tone that the new A-Class

isn’t actually the same car that Lewis Hamilton races 

to an F1 podium place?

Obviously, when this bike was launched there was

much trumpeting of the continual work and tireless

efforts of the brand’s pro riders that went into it; videos 

of R+D bods frantically bashing away at laptops as

athletic looking men in out-size baseball caps nod

their approval. I am a dyed in the wool race fan and a

tech nerd. I don’t want the pros to ride the bikes I can; I

want them to ride ‘factory’ machines. Custom painted,

fluoro liveried beasts complete with cutting edge parts

and blacked out serial numbers that would feel alien,

almost impossible to ride should a mere mortal ever

get to swing a leg over one. However, some brands

seem to believe that this is wrong and that you should

be under the impression that the bikes in the shops are 

the same as the ones in the pits.

Bikes are cool but race bikes are the coolest. No 

matter what carbon lay-up they’re made from.
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